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Image annotation is a challenging task of assigning keywords to an image given the content
of an image. It has a variety of applications in multi-media data-mining and computer vision.
Traditional machine learning approaches to image annotation require large amounts of labeled
data. This requirement is often unrealistic, as obtaining labeled data is, in general, expensive
and time consuming. However, large amounts of weakly labeled data and tagged images is
readily available, in particular in the web and social network communities. In this thesis we
address the problem of image annotation using weak supervision. In particular, we formulate
the problem of image annotation as multiple instance multiple label learning problem and
propose generative and discriminative models to tackle this learning problem. Multiple instance
multiple label learning is a generalization of supervised learning in which the training examples
are bags of instances and each bag is labeled with a set of labels. We explore two learning
frameworks: generative and discriminative, and propose models within each framework to
address the problem of assigning text keywords to images.
The first approach, the generative model attempts to describe the process according to
which the data was generated, and then learn its parameters from the data. This model is
a non-parametric generalization of the known mixture model used in the past. We extend
this model to a Hierarchical Dirichlet Process which allows for countably infinite mixture
components. Our experimental evaluation shows that the performance of this model does
not depend on the number of mixture components, unlike the standard mixture model which
suffers from over-fitting for a large number of mixture components.
The second approach is a discriminative model, which unlike generative model answers
the following question: given the input bag of instances what is the most likely assignment of
xii
labels to the bag. We address this problem by learning as many classifiers as there are possible
labels and force the classifiers to share weights using trace-norm regularization. We show that
the performance of this model is comparable to the state-of-the-art multiple instance multiple
label classifiers and that unlike some state-of-the-art models, it is scalable and practical for
datasets with a large number of training instances and possible labels.
Finally we generalize the discriminative model to a semi-supervised setting to allow the
model take advantage of labeled and unlabeled data. We do so by assuming that the data lies
in a low-dimensional manifold and introducing a penalty that enforces the classifiers assign
similar labels to indirectly similar instances (i.e. instances that are near-by in the manifold
space). The manifold is learned by constructing a similarity neighborhood graph over bags,
and then graph-Laplacian is used to compute the penalty term.
1CHAPTER 1. Learning from Images and Text: an Overview
1.1 Introduction and Motivation
Recent years have witnessed rapid advances in our ability to acquire and store massive
amounts of data across different modalities (such as text, speech, images, etc.). The availabil-
ity of such data presents us with challenges of information organization, retrieval of images
based on user text, identification of regions of interest in the image based on user text and
so on. In computer vision, it is not only interesting whether a particular object is present or
absent in the scene, but rather what the objects are, where they are located and what the
relationships between the objects are. Thus the efforts are gearing towards learning models for
scene understanding. Traditional supervised learning solutions to these problems require large
amounts of labeled data, and manually labeling data becomes prohibitively time-consuming
and expensive. While there are large sets of labeled images available (such as LabelMe (Russell
et al., 2005)) most of the images labeled in these datasets are urban, indoor or natural scenes
and they may not always be used as training images for all tasks. For example, labeled objects
in urban and natural scenes scenes may be useful to identify people, animals, trees or flowers,
but they will be useless when the goal is to identify musical instruments, therefore a additional
labeled datasets will be needed to train classifiers for such tasks.
In this thesis present several solutions to automatic image annotation and content-based
image retrieval that do not involve the use of fully-labeled data. We do so by using weakly
labeled data and unlabeled data.
We begin with giving a brief introduction to the problem of computer vision and scene
understanding, and motivate the problem of scene understanding as learning to predict textual
description of the images and image annotation. We then describe related work in image
2annotation, identify key challenges in image annotation, and propose our solutions to the
challenges. We then describe the roadmap of the thesis.
1.2 Scene Understanding in Computer Vision
The general goal of computer vision (Forsyth and Ponce, 2002; Szeliski, 2009) is to develop
mathematical and computational techniques that enable computers perform tasks easily per-
formed by humans - perceive two-dimensional and three-dimensional world and be able to, for
example, identify the color and shape of shoes and shirts and other clothing items from a clut-
tered background by looking inside a closet, or from a crowd of people identify familiar faces
and name the familiar people, and perhaps recognize their postures and emotions. Computer
vision continues to present many unsolved challenges. One of the goals of computer vision is
to develop computational models that in some way follow mechanism of visual perception of
humans an animals. However understanding how human vision works is mainly unsolved and
up to day contains many puzzle pieces (Marr, 1982; Palmer, 1999). One of the main challenges
of computer vision as identified by Szeliski (2009) is that it is an inverse problem: instead
of modeling the visual world as in computer graphics, computer vision attempts to solve the
problem of identifying the properties (such as shape, brightness, segmentation) from images
or videos.
Scene understanding is a subfield of computer vision aimed at building models to explain the
content of images and scenes (Winston, 1975; Hanson and Riseman, 1978). Some of the basic
questions addressed by scene understanding can be viewed as classification problems. These
questions include, but are not limited to: What kind of scene is it (urban, sea, jungle...)?
What objects are present in the scene? Where are the different objects located relative to
each other? etc. In a study of human scene understanding conducted by Fei-Fei et al. (2007),
the human subjects were asked to describe (in English) what they saw in photographs. The
descriptions of the study subjects included the identities and locations of different objects and
the relations between the objects in the scene. Some of the recent work in scene understanding
has focused on systems that can simultaneously segment the image into regions and identify
3the object class that the region belongs to (Torralba, 2008; Li et al., 2009). A more challenging
task is to build models that, in addition to performing segmentation, identify the objects and
relationships between the objects and environment in a scene.
These three problems (image segmentation, object recognition and relationship identifica-
tion) solving which is a necessary step for complete scene understanding, can be addressed
in three separate steps: perform image segmentation using a segmentation algorithm (such as
Normalized Cuts (Shi and Malik, 2000)) and recognize objects using a classifier (Heisele, 2003;
Ponce et al., 2007). The task of identifying relations between objects is a fairly new problem
with the additional difficulty that the relationship may be spatial (for example, whether the
person is above or below the table), or semantic (for example, whether the person is holding
a pen), however some attempts have been made to utilize text and prepositions to learn such
relationships (Gupta and Davis, 2008). A big challenge is that solving the problem of object
recognition requires a large amount of labeled data specific to the problem. Acquiring labeled
data can be expensive and time-consuming and the resulting labels may be ambiguous.
While labeled data can be expensive to obtain, there are large amounts of tagged data,
weakly-labeled data and unlabeled data. Therefore there arises the question: Is it possible to
describe the scene without the need of fully-labeled data? A field that addresses the question
of assigning keywords to the image given the image content (and the one we focus on in this
thesis) is the field of image annotation.
1.2.1 Automatic Image Annotation
The wide availability of tagged data faces us with the problem of automatic image anno-
tation: given an image (or a collection of image segments) as input, the task is to predict a
set of keywords from a prespecified vocabulary that describe the contents of the image. The
individual keywords may or may not describe the individual objects that appear in the image.
For instance, a scene that contains a collection of objects such as cars, pedestrians, skyscrapers,
etc., may be annotated with the keyword city although none of the individual objects in the
image can be labeled with that keyword. We will give an overview of general methods for
4image annotation as we describe the history of work in image annotation later on. The general
work in image annotation falls into two categories:
1. Generative models (Barnard et al., 2003; Duygulu et al., 2002; Blei and Jordan, 2003;
Feng et al., 2004) these models attempt to describe the process according to which the
image and the corresponding text was generated
2. Discriminative Multiple Label classification models that learn to discriminate most likely
keywords from the image content (Loeff and Farhadi, 2008; Makadia et al., 2008).
1.2.2 Applications
One of the major application of image annotation is semantic image retrieval for web search
engines. The user may be interested in typing in a text query and retrieve images that satisfy
the semantic context of the text query. One way of retrieving the relevant images is to first
annotate the images with the semantic (text) concepts, and then present the user with the
images that have the text that is most similar to the user entry. Web search engines are the
immediate domains that call for image annotation, however recently other fields such as medical
imaging and computer-aided diagnostics began using automatic image annotation (Yao et al.,
2006; Caputo et al., 2009).
1.2.3 Image Processing and Image Representation
Images are naturally encoded as matrices of color pixels. Direct use of pixel color intensities
may cause several problems. The images usually have different number of pixels and infor-
mation may be lost under rescaling. Even slight variation in colors can cause similar images
have drastically different feature values. Simple pixel color intensity based features are neither
translation nor rotation invariant. Hence, much work in scene understanding has focused on
sophisticated methods for feature extraction and image representation (Forsyth and Ponce,
2002; Nixon and Aguado, 2008; Szeliski, 2009) which remain active areas of research in com-
puter vision. However the primary focus of this thesis is not on the design of optimal feature
5extraction methods. Our primary focus is on the design of models that make the best use of
the available features in image understanding.
We take advantage of several feature extraction methods that have been shown to yield
good results in the past.
1. The first method relies on local features. We use local features - i.e., features extracted
from small patches all over the images (Lowe, 2004; Fei-Fei and Perona, 2005). First,
the patches are extracted from the training data, quantized into a codebook using a
clustering method (such as k-means), and then each image is represented as a bag of
indexes where each extracted patch belongs in the codebook. Such representation has
been shown to be invariant to scale and occlusions. This representation is used in our
generative model for image annotation(Chapter 3).
2. The second method relies on first segmenting an image (with assumption that each
segment corresponds to an object) and then extracting features from each segment. The
extracted features represent major visual properties, such as color, shape, size, etc. Then
the image is represented as a collection of the segments. Such representation has been
shown to be effective for image annotation (Duygulu et al., 2002; Lavrenko et al., 2003).
We also take advantage of texton features (Shotton et al., 2006) to encode the texture of
the images.
1.3 Previous Work
Detailed discussion of the large body of work on scene understanding, although relevant,
will distract us from the main focus of this thesis. We limit our discussion to the work that
is most closely related to the main focus of this thesis, namely, image annotation. Because
we approach image annotation using tools of machine learning, we start with a brief survey
of work on image annotation, followed by a discussion of work on Multiple Instance learning,
Multiple Label learning, and Multiple Instance Multiple Label learning that form the basis of
the approaches developed in this thesis.
6Related Work in Multiple Instance Learning Multiple Instance learning (initially
introduced by Dietterich et al. (1997)) is a generalization of a standard supervised learning in
which a training instance is not a single instance (i.e. a vector, a sequence, etc), but rather
a collection or a bag of instances. The bag is labeled positive if at least one instance in the
bag is positive, however it is not known which one. A bag is labeled negative if it contains no
positive instances (therefore the negative instances are labeled “for free”).
There exists a large body of work in the Multiple Instance learning (see surveys such as
(Ray and Craven, 2005)), and here we summarize some of the key algorithms. Dietterich et al.
(1997) used axis-parallel rectangles approach so solve the Multiple Instance learning problem:
the axis parallel rectangle in the feature space should contain the positive instances and no
negative instances.
Diverse Density (Zhang and Goldman, 2001) attempts to find a point in the feature space
that is close to at least one point in the positive bags and far away from the points in the
negative space. Diverse Density models the probabilities that the instances are positive using
a Gaussian-distribution-like model, and then combines the probabilities to model that bags
are positive or negative using a Noisy-Or model (Maron and Lozano-Pe´rez, 1997; Viola et al.,
2005). The model parameters are optimized using gradient descent method. In a similar
spirit, the Expectation Maximization Diverse Density approach (Maron and Lozano-Pe´rez,
1997) models instance labels as “hidden” variables, and in iterative fashion uses the model to
assign values to the hidden variables, then uses these values to re-estimate model parameters
until convergence. Xu and Frank (2004) proposed a boosting approach to Multiple Instance
learning and a logistic regression variant for Multiple Instance learning. The boosting algorithm
generalizes a single instance AdaBoost (Freund and Shapire, 1996) by minimizing the expected
loss of weak classifiers over bags as opposed to single instances as proposed in the original
AdaBoost. The proposed logistic regression algorithm models the probability of an instance
using a logistic regression model, and then combined the probabilities of the instances in the
bag by averaging them.
Recently, Raykar et al. (2008) used a logistic model to model the probability that the
7instance is positive and then combined the probabilities using a Noisy-Or model. They also
proposed to use a prior to allow for feature selection, and this approach showed to yield the
state of the art results on several the Multiple Instance learning benchmark datasets.
Related Work in Multiple Label Learning Multiple Label classification is another
generalization of traditional supervised learning. It assumes a single instance, however with
each instance multiple output variables may be associated. The term “multiple label learning”
has also been used by Jin and Ghahramani (2002) in a setting where multiple output variables
are associated with the instance, however only one of them is the correct label. From here on
“multiple label” learning will be used in reference to the first scenario.
It was first studied in the context of text categorization (McCallum, 1999) and the solution
proposed was to consider a power-set over the possible label assignment and then to learn a
single label classifier where the label can take as many values as the size of the power set. This
approach however, can only deal with a small number of possible labels. Alternatively, Boutell
et al. (2004); Zhang and Zhou (2006), suggested learning as many binary classifiers as there
are labels, and then use these classifiers to assign labels for each instance. A survey of these
two approaches and their applications are described in (Tsoumakas and Katakis, 2007).
A more recent work has focused on solving Multiple Label problem by accounting corre-
lations among labels. Ghamrawi and McCallum (2005) used an undirected model to model
the probability of a set of labels assigned to an instance. Such approach, however, results in
the need to compute a summation over all possible label assignment and thus exact solution
is intractable. More recently, Amit et al. (2007) proposed to train as many classifiers as there
are possible labels (one for each label), and then correlated the classifiers using a special reg-
ularization penalty (Trace Norm) which forces the classifiers find the low-rank solution, thus
enforcing the classifiers to share weights.
Related Work in Multiple Instance Multiple Label Learning Multiple Instance
Multiple Label learning is a recent framework proposed by Zhang and Zhou (2006). This
framework combines Multiple Instance learning and Multiple Label learning, and the learn-
8ing is done over bags and sets of labels. Zhang and Zhou (2006) proposed two solutions to
this problem: 1) converting Multiple Instance learning into Single Instance learning and then
applying Single Instance Multiple Label learning (this approach resulted in Multiple Instance
Multiple Label SVM) and 2) generalizing a Multiple Instance learning algorithm to Multiple
Label algorithm (this resulted in Multiple Instance Multiple Label boost). Zhang and Zhou
(2008) proposed a learning algorithm which attempts to solve both problems simultaneously by
formulating a margin over bags and Multiple Labels. A major disadvantage of this approach is
its scalability to datasets with a large number of bags and labels. The soft margin formulation
relies on the presence of slack variables so that each instance in each class has a slack variable.
Therefore, there are at least number of total instances × number of total classes. This problem
will not be feasible to solve for large datasets (due to memory and time restrictions).
Zha et al. (2008) proposed a discriminative model based on a collective Multiple Label
model (Ghamrawi and McCallum, 2005) which was shown to yield state-of-the-art results
on several image classification tasks that are naturally posed as Multiple Instance Multiple
Label learning problems They proposed an undirected graphical model, and in order for it to
model a valid probability of labels given the bags, it requires the summation over all possible
label assignments for each bag, and therefore, exact computation is exponential in the number
of labels. Zha et al. (2008) proposed an approximation for this computation using Gibbs
sampling, however 1) the exact solution is intractable and 2) Gibbs sampling can be slow for a
large number of labels. Due to this, this algorithm is also not suitable for large datasets with
a large number of possible labels.
Very recently Vijayanarasimhan and Grauman (2009) proposed a Multiple Instance Mul-
tiple Label algorithm which relies on a Multiple Instance kernel (Ga¨rtner et al., 2002) and
one-vs-one SVM training. As with previous formulations, this algorithm is only feasible to
work with datasets with a small number of possible labels.
Related Work in Image Annotation Image annotation was first introduced by Picard
and Minka (1995) where a visual system was used to propagate users’ tags to other visually
similar images in the database to account for ambiguity of users’ textual description of the
9visual scenes. Barnard and Forsyth (2001) introduced the problem of learning semantics of
images and the associated text: given the images and the associated caption, the goal was
to construct a model that captured the correlation among visual and textual features of the
image. They introduced a probabilistic latent semantic model that was trained using expecta-
tion maximization. Later, Duygulu et al. (2002) introduced a novel formulation of the image
annotation problem as a variant of the machine translation problem. A scene to be labeled is
encoded in a source language as a collection of regions in the image (obtained after segmenting
the image). Sentences in the target language are encoded as a collection of of keywords in the
caption. Barnard et al. (2003) have examined several solutions for the image annotation and
image-object label correspondence problems. They developed several models for the joint dis-
tribution of image regions and words, including those that explicitly learn the correspondence
between image regions and words. They studied a multi-modal and correspondence extensions
to hierarchical mixture models (Hofmann and Puzicha, 1999), and probabilistic latent seman-
tic indexing (pLSI) (Hofmann, 1999) for text, a translation model adapted from statistical
machine translation (Brown et al., 1993), and a multi-modal extension to mixture of Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (MoM-LDA) (Blei and Jordan, 2003) that generalizes LDA (Blei et al.,
2003) to the setting where the data combines multiple modalities (e.g., image, text).
This translation approach was later extended to generative models that capture associations
between image regions and keywords e.g., the Correspondence Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(CorLDA) model (Blei and Jordan, 2003). Lavrenko et al. (2003) proposed a Continuous
Relevance Model (CRM), that modeled the joint probability distribution of continuous image
features and words. The model then could be used to predict the probability of generating a
caption word given the image regions.
CorLDA model can be viewed as a probabilistic interpretation to canonical correlation
analysis. Hardoon et al. (2006) have explored a kernelized version of canonical correlation
analysis for image retrieval and annotation. Specifically, they show how a semantic represen-
tation of images and their associated text can be learned and how the resulting representation
in a common semantic space can be used to compare data from the text and image modal-
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ities. However, the primary focus of this work was not on solving the image object-label
correspondence problem.
Feng et al. (2004) proposed a Multiple Bernoulli Relevance Model (MBMR) that models
the joint probability of absence and presence of the keywords in the caption and the image
regions.
Recently, Makadia et al. (2008) have introduced a new baseline (Joint Equal Contribution
Model, or JEC) for image annotation using a variant of image-content-based keyword retrieval
problem. Given a target image to be annotated, JEC finds k images that are most similar
to the target image in the training data. The target image is then annotated by a process of
greedy label transfer from the k nearest neighbors to the target image. This simple method
was shown to outperform several previous state-of-the-art approaches, including CorLDA (Blei
and Jordan, 2003), as well as MBRM (Feng et al., 2004) and SML (Carneiro et al., 2007), on
several datasets including the widely used benchmark Corel-5k dataset (Duygulu et al., 2002).
Like several of the previous methods, the nearest neighbor approach also requires the training
data to be stored in order to be able to identify the nearest neighbors of a target image to be
annotated. Loeff and Farhadi (2008) introduced an algorithm for image annotation that uses
a Single Instance classifier for each keyword, and forces the classifiers to share weights using
Trace Norm regularization. This algorithm achieved results comparable to JEC.
1.4 Challenges in Image Annotation and Proposed Solutions
Given the body of work and the history in image annotation, we now identify some of the
main challenges in image annotation:
1. Whether to model the distribution of images and text or to solve classification problem
Problem The classification task can be solved in two distinct yet related frameworks:
generative and discriminative. The goal of generative models is to model the under-
lying process of how the data is generated. In contrast, the goal of discriminative
models is to solve classification problem directly. A natural question that arises has
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to do with which of the two frameworks is more suitable for image annotation. In
particular, the related work in image annotation falls into 2 categories: generative
models (Duygulu et al., 2002; Barnard et al., 2003; Lavrenko et al., 2003; Carneiro
et al., 2007), and discriminative models (Loeff and Farhadi, 2008). The positives
and negatives of each framework are described Chapter 2.
Solution Generative and Discriminative models for image annotation: We first revisit
the generative model for image annotation and address the problem of selecting
the number of mixture components by making use of a stochastic process that
generates the number of mixture components. Then, we propose a discriminative
model for image annotation. The parameters of the discriminative model are learned
to maximize the probability of predicting the caption correctly given the bag of
image segments and their descriptors. This model is also a novel and effective
learning algorithm for general Multiple Instance Multiple Label learning.
2. Selecting the number of latent components for the Generative Latent Mixture Model
Problem Several generative models proposed for image annotation (Duygulu et al.,
2002; Barnard et al., 2003; Lavrenko et al., 2003), rely on the assumption that the
image features and text are correlated through latent hidden semantic components.
These generative models in spirit are similar to latent mixture models: the hidden
mixture components represent the unobserved semantic and the observed text and
image features are dependent through the mixture components. The performance
of these mixture models highly depend on the number of the mixture components -
if the number is too small, the model may have a poor fit and if the number is too
large, the model may fit very well on the training data, but not generalize well on
the unseen data. Typically, a different number of mixture components is tried, and
the number that yields the best performances as measured on the validation set is
used. A more principled approach that does not rely on trial and error in selecting
an optimal number of mixture components is desirable in practice.
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Solution We propose a non-parametric approach to the generative models used in the
past. In particular, we extend the Mixture-of-Multinomials Latent Dirichelt Allo-
cation model (Duygulu et al., 2002; Barnard et al., 2003) to a Hierarchical Dirichlet
Process. Hierarchical Dirichlet Process assumes that for each image-text pair there
are countably infinitely many mixture components and these mixture components
come from Multinomial distrubitions that share a prior. We present an efficient
solution to estimate the model parameters using variational inference (generaliza-
tion of Expectation Maximization). Our experimental evaluation shows that the
performance of this model does not depend on the number of mixture components
unlike Mixture-of-Multinomials Latent Dirichlet Allocation.
3. Coping with lack of word-object correspondence information in training data.
Problem In tagged images, it is often the case that the objects present in the images
may or may not correspond to a keyword in a tag, given rise to three possible
scenarios:
(a) Objects in the image correspond to the tags (for example in an urban scene,
where a car is present the keyword “car” is also present in the tag)
(b) The keywords which correspond to some objects may not appear in the tag (for
example, an image that contains clouds and grass may not always be annotated
with the keywords “grass” and “sky”)
(c) There may be keywords in the annotation which do not correspond to any of the
objects in the image (for example, an urban scene containing cars, buildings and
pedestrians may be tagged as “city”, and while none of the individual objects
has the label “city” all objects collectively contribute to the tag
Although the Multiple Instance Multiple Label (MIML) learning framework (Zhang
and Zhou, 2006) addresses these problems, the most current state-of-the-art MIML
algorithms (Zhang and Zhou, 2008; Zha et al., 2008; Vijayanarasimhan and Grau-
man, 2009) are impractical in settings with for a large vocabulary of possible labels.
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Solution We tackle the problem of lack of correlation between image objects and key-
words by introducing a discriminative Multiple Instance multiple label model. In
this model, the contributions of the instances (corresponding to image segments) to
each keyword in the caption are modeled using a Noisy-OR model and the correla-
tion among keywords are modeled by using a regularization that forces the classifiers
for each label in the vocabulary to share their parameters. Our experiments show
that this algorithm yields predictors whose classification performance is comparable
to the state-of-the-art algorithms. Unlike previous state-of-the-art approaches, it
scales well to settings in which the number of possible labels in the vocabulary used
to annotate the images is very large.
4. Scarcity of labeled data
Problem As mentioned previously, training a model using a fully supervised learning
approach requires a fully labeled training corpus. However, in practice, only a
small fraction of the available data is labeled. Hence, there is a need for learning
algorithms that can take advantage of weakly labeled data and tagged data, as well
as unlabeled data.
Solution We propose to address this problem by taking advantage of weakly-labeled
and unlabeled images. The generative and discriminative models take advantage
of the image and the image caption only (without the need of individual regions
to be labeled). In addition, we propose a novel solution to incorporate the use
of unlabeled data (images for which no text description is known) in constructing
predictors of caption words for the multiple instance multiple label approach.
1.5 Thesis Overview
In this thesis we address the problem of learning from images and text and, in particular,
the problem of image annotation from a machine learning point of view. Given an image and
its associated caption, the goal is to construct a model which can predict a set of keywords
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given a novel image. If an image is represented as a feature vector, this problem can be viewed
as Multiple Label prediction. Frequently, the keywords in the image caption represent the
objects that appear in the image. Given an image segmentation, the image segments may
correspond to some of the objects keywords for which appear in the image caption, however it
is not known which segment corresponds to which object. In this case, the learning problem
can be formulated as Multiple Instance Multiple Label learning problem.
We begin by revisiting a generative model for image annotation proposed in Barnard et al.
(2003) and we generalize this model to a Hierarchical Dirichlet Process to circumvent the
problem of model selection. We then propose a discriminative model, aimed to solve the
problem of image annotation directly. We then extend the discriminative model to allow the
use of unlabeled data by incorporating geometry of the data into the model.
We begin with motivating the choice of the models. The Machine Translation model (MT
(Duygulu et al., 2002)), Continuous Relevance Model (CRM (Lavrenko et al., 2003)), and
Multiple Bernoulli Relevance Model (MBRM (Feng et al., 2004)) models can be understood
within a unifying framework as follows: In each case, one assumes that the image regions x and
keywords y are independent given some hidden variable z: p(x, y|z) = p(x|z)p(y|z). In the case
of MT and CorLDA the hidden variable denotes some semantic component that correlate the
image region features and textual description of the image. In the case of CRM and MBRM,
the hidden variable denotes an image. In the latter case, annotating a novel image involves
computing the expectation over the training data (thus the time to annotate the test image
increases with the size of the training dataset used). A big challenge is the selection of the
dimensionality of the hidden variable: if it is too small, the model fits the data poorly; if it
is too large, the model fits the training data however it may not generalize well on the test
data. Typically, different number of mixture components are tried, and tested on a validation
set. Then the number of mixture components that yields the best performance is chosen. The
second approach is to assume that instead of a fixed distribution for the mixture components,
they are generated according to a stochastic process and there can be infinitely many mixture
components. Thus we address the problem of selection of mixture components by taking the
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latter approach, and by assuming a Hierarchical Dirichlet Process. We describe this model in
detail in Chapter 3.
Since the goal of in image annotation the is the accurate reconstruction of the caption, it
may be a better alternative to avoid constructing the generative model, and instead attempt
to solve the problem of caption reconstruction directly. One such attempt was by Carneiro
et al. (2007) where they introduced an approach that models the joint probability of regions
and words directly: p(x, y) = p(x|y)p(y). This involves estimating the probability of image
features conditioned on the words that appear in the corresponding image captions. We propose
a model that describes the the probability of caption given the image by modeling p(y|x)
directly. This model is described in Chapter 4 and it addressed using the Multiple Instance
Multiple Label learning. Each image is viewed as a bag of instances, where each instance
contains the descriptors (features) for each image segment. The model minimizes the trade-
off between the Log Loss over bags of vectors and regularization that enforces the classifiers
for each label to share weights, thus modeling correlation among the labels. Our empirical
evaluation on Microsoft Visual classes dataset shows that this model yields the new state-of-
the-art results. In addition, we present evaluation of this algorithm on several large datasets
(including the benchmark Corel-5k) and we show that unlike other state-of-the-art algorithms,
our model is scalable for datasets with the large number of instances and the large number of
possible keywords.
Finally we tackle the problem of using the available unlabeled data by allowing the learning
algorithm to incorporate labeled and unlabeled data. We propose a framework to generalize the
discriminative Multiple Instance Multiple Label model. This framework incorporates graph-
based regularization on instance and label level. In addition to trading-off between the loss and
penalty, it forces the classifiers to have similar values for the points that are near-by, and for
labels that are correlated. In this framework unlabeled data comes in naturally thus allowing
semi-supervised learning.
This thesis is organized as follows:
• In Chapter 2, we establish the notation and introduce preliminary concepts.
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• In Chapter 3, we describe the generative latent variable correlation model and address
the problem of model selection using a Hierarchical Dirichler Process.
• In Chapter 4, we present the discriminative model for multiple instance Multiple Label
learning.
• In Chapter 5, we generalize the model described in Chapter 4 to a semi-supervised setting.
• Finally, in Chapter 6, we summarize the main ideas of the thesis and conclude with
discussion and directions for future work.
1.6 Thesis Contributions
The contributions of this thesis fall in the areas of computer vision and machine learning.
The major contributions are:
1. Non-parametric Bayesian model
• We develop a new multi-modal generative model based on a Hierarchical Dirichlet
Process (Chapter 3). This model generalizes previous work in image annotation,
and in particular it generalizes Mixture of Multinomial Latent Dirichlet Allocation
model (Barnard et al., 2003). Unlike previous work, however, the number of mixture
components is not fixed, and the model adapts the number of mixture components
to the data, thus circumventing the problem of model selection. Our experimental
evaluation shows that unlike previous work, the performance of the model is invari-
ant to the truncation level unlike MoM-LDA, the performance of which depends on
the number of mixture components.
2. Multiple Instance Multiple Label learning
• We develop a novel discriminative Multiple Instance Multiple Label model (in Chap-
ter 4). This model trains as many discriminative Multiple Instance classifiers as
there are labels and forces the classifiers to share weights, thus enforcing correla-
tions among labels. The discriminative models use a Noisy-Or model to model the
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probability that the bag is positive with respect to one label, and uses Trace Norm
regularization to enforce classifiers share weights. Unlike other state-of-the-art clas-
sifiers, it is scalable to the large number of possible labels as it does not require to
compute the normalization factor (over all possible label assignments) as in MILML
model (Zha et al., 2008) and it does not rely on one-vs-one training of the classi-
fiers (Vijayanarasimhan and Grauman, 2009), however it achieves similar or better
performance than these state-of-the-art classifiers.
3. Semi-supervised Multiple Instance Multiple Label learning
• We develop a framework for semi-supervised Multiple Instance Multiple Label learn-
ing that allows the classifier to incorporate unlabeled data. To the best of our knowl-
edge, this is the first formulation of semi-supervised learning in Multiple Instance
Multiple Label learning and its application to computer vision. The semi-supervised
framework generalizes the discriminative Multiple Instance Multiple Label model
(described in Chapter 4) by introducing additional regularization terms. These
regularization terms assume that the images lie in a low-dimensional manifold to
account for images that may not be visually similar, however are considered to be
“indirectly similar” if they share a path in a graph constructed from the nearest-
neighbor images (Belkin et al., 2005). The manifold (graph) is recovered by using
labeled and unlabeled images. The regularization term enforces the classifiers to
assign similar labels to images that share a path on the manifold. Two penalties
are used: one on the image level, another on the label level.
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CHAPTER 2. Preliminaries
In this Chapter we establish the notation and formalize the learning problems for standard
supervised learning, Multiple Label learning, Multiple Instance learning and Multiple Instance
Multiple Label learning. We then proceed with introducing two distinct frameworks that can be
used for solving the learning problems: generative and discriminative. We describe parameter
estimation for each framework and in particular we provide background for Bayesian parameter
estimation (which will be used in the model described in Chapter 3).
2.1 Learning Scenarios: Single Instance Learning and its Generalizations
We first describe a standard Single Instance Single Label supervised learning problem,
then describe its generalization to Multiple Label learning and Multiple Instance learning. We
then formalize the core learning problem addressed in this thesis: Multiple Instance Multiple
Label learning problem, as well as describe some limitations with the current state-of-the-art
algorithms in this area.
2.1.1 Single Instance Classification
We begin with establishing notation. Let x1, ...xn be a set of observed instances (i.e. xi
is a vector in Rd, a sequence over a finite alphabet, or features extracted from an image,
etc.) generated according to some distribution PD and let X be the instance space. Let
L = {l1...lM} be the label space and let yi ∈ L be a label assigned to each instance xi.
The standard supervised learning tasks can then be stated as follows: given a labeled dataset
D = {〈xi, yi〉}Ni=1 construct a hypothesis h : X → Y that can accurately predict a label h(xt)
for an unseen instance xt
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A simple example of this is given in Figure 2.1: given image regions and features extracted
from the regions (therefore each instance is a vector) and the labels associated with each region,
learn to predict labels for unseen regions.
Figure 2.1 Various Learning scenarios
This formulation, however has some severe limitations in practice: There may be cases in
which there are multiple keywords associated with the images (Figure 2.1 bottom right) or
given the image regions the exact correspondence between regions and keywords is unknown
(Figure 2.1 left). Therefore, the simple supervised learning formulation is extended to Multiple
Label learning or Multiple Instance learning, or both.
2.1.2 Multiple Label Learning
The task of image annotation is much more complex than a simple classification set-up
introduced above. To cope with the multiple labels that are associated with an image, we
consider the multiple label learning scenario. The Multiple Label learning is formalized as






(Mi is the number of labels for
instance i) assigned to it such that each yji ∈ L. The goal is to learn a classifier that maps
from the instance space to the set of labels h : X → 2L.
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As an example, letM be the cardinality of the set formed by unique keywords L = {l1..., lM}
that can be found in the image captions. An image can be represented as a vector of features
xi ∈ Rd and the keywords associated with the image is a subset of labels from L, and these
keywords can be represented as an M -dimensional vector yi ∈ RM so that each position j
denotes whether the keyword lj appeared in the caption (y
j
i = 1 if yes, and y
j
i = −1 otherwise).
Therefore the task of image annotation can be viewed as Multiple Label learning problem.
An example is shown in Figure 2.1: given an image (features extracted from the image) and a
set of keywords associated with the image, learn a model that assigns a set of keywords to an
unseen image.
A vast majority (McCallum, 1999; Boutell et al., 2004; Sotiris et al., 2005; Rousu et al.,
2005) of the earlier solutions to Multiple Label prediction problems considered two scenarios:
1. Transform Multiple Label classification problem as M independent classification prob-









i = 1 if y
j
i = 1 and negative otherwise.
2. Transform Multiple Label classification problem into Single Label classification problem
by considering a power-set of labels yi. This transformation results in the exponential
number of possible classes ( O (2M) in the worst case) and is infeasible if the number of
possible labels is large.
A more recent work in Multiple Label prediction problem involves exploiting correlation among
labels. Ghamrawi and McCallum (2005) proposed a probabilistic undirected model which
models the pair-wise correlation among labels present in one instance. This model is learned by
maximizing the probability of predicting the correct labels given the instance. Unfortunately,
the computation of this probability requires summation over all possible assignments over
labels, and thus it is not feasible if the large number of labels is present. Amit et al. (2007)
suggest training M classifiers (one per label) and use a special type of regularization to enforce
a low-rank solution and force the classifiers to share weights and capture correlations among
labels.
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2.1.3 Multiple Instance Learning
Image analysis and classification tasks typically make use of features extracted from the
image. Some of the current state-of-the-art approaches to image annotation Makadia et al.
(2008); Loeff and Farhadi (2008); Amit et al. (2007) use global features extracted from the
images. However, such global features are not especially well-suited in the case of images
that consist of multiple objects each of which corresponds to an image segments. In such
settings, it is beneficial to first segment the image to be annotated into regions (using an image
segmentation algorithm (e.g., the normalized cut Shi and Malik (2000)), extract local features
from each resulting segment, and attempt to learn the relationships between the features
of image segments and keywords that appear in the annotations associated with images in
the training set. Thus, representing the image as a collection of segments may be a more
suitable representation for the task of image annotation: given the segmentation of the image
and the features extracted from the segments, the image xi is a collection segments. Let
ith image contain Ki segments, then image xi is given as xi = {xi1, ...xiKi}. Such image
representation can be tackled by Multiple Instance learning problem. This problem was initially
introduced by Dietterich et al. (1997) in the context of a drug activity prediction application.
The multiple instance classification problem is a generalization of the standard Single Instance
binary classification. Formally, the Multiple Instance classification problem can be stated as
follows: An input xi to be classified is a bag of instances xi = {xi1...xiKi} (where Ki is the
number of instances in the bag xi). A bag is labeled as positive (yi = 1) if it contains at least
one positive instance and it is labeled as negative (yi = −1) otherwise. Individual instances in
the bags are not labeled (however if the bag is labeled as negative we know that each instance
in it has a negative label, therefore negative instances are provided “for free”). A training
data set D is a collection of examples of the form (xi, yi). Given a dataset D of labeled bags
of instances, construct a predictive model h(x) that can, given a bag of instances x, assign to
it a label y ∈ (−1, 1).
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2.1.4 Multiple Instance Multiple Label Learning
Multiple Instance Multiple Label classification problem (Zhang and Zhou, 2006) is a natural
generalization of the Multiple Instance classification problem. Each bag xi of instances is
labeled with a subset of labels drawn from a set of possible labels L = {l1...lM}. Thus, the label




i where ∀j ∈ {1, ...,M}, we
have yji = 1 if the set of labels assigned to the bag xi contains the label lj and is −1 otherwise.
2.2 Generative and Discriminative Models
Let x and y be some random variables that describe input x and output y. Generative mod-
els specify a process that generates the data by modeling a join probability distribution p(x, y).
The model parameters θ are usually learned by maximizing the probability of data given the
model parameters p(x, y|θ) (maximum likelihood estimation) or by maximizing p(θ|x, y) the
posterior distribution of the parameters after observing the data (maximum a posteriori esti-
mation).
Discriminative models, on the other hand, attempt to solve the problem of predicting the
output y given the input x directly by maximizing the probability p(y|x). For the majority of
known generative models there is a known discriminative counterpart (such as Naive Bayes and
its discriminative counterpart Logistic Regression, or Hidden Markov Model (Rabiner, 1989)
and its discriminative counterpart Conditional Random Field (Lafferty et al., 2001)).
In general, given any generative model for p(x, y) a discriminative model can be learned
by finding the parameters to maximize the probability p(y|x) = p(x,y)p(x) = p(x,y)∑y∈Y p(x,y) (typi-
cally using numerical optimization procedure), however some discriminative models solve the
classification problem directly without using the generative model as an intermediate step (i.e
Logistic Regression or Support Vector Machine).
The question of whether to use generative or discriminative models has been a subject
to many debates. In particular, Vapnik (1995) wrote that “one should solve the problem di-
rectly and never solve a more general problem as an intermediate step”. This statement favors
the use of discriminative models when the goal is a model with accurate prediction. Gener-
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ally, if the model structure encodes the task, and if there is a good prior knowledge about
the task, generative model and modeling the probability p(x, y) seems like a natural thing in
learning. However, the model structure is often not known and the model oversimplifies the
task. Ng and Jordan (2001) considered Logistic Regression and Naive Bayes (a discrimina-
tive/generative model pair) and provided theoretical and empirical analysis that showed that
if there is a sufficient amount of labeled data, discriminative model (Logistic Regression) has a
better performance than generative model (Naive Bayes), however generative model has better
performance over the discriminative when there is not enough labeled data. A similar result
was observed and concluded by Klein and Manning (2002) when generative and discriminative
models were applied for text classification and sentence parsing.
2.3 Probabilistic Graphical Models
We now briefly review the “language” used in machine learning literature to describe prob-
abilistic models and how they model relationships between random variables. See Pearl (1988);
Koller and Friedman (2009) for details. In this thesis we use directed models. It is a standard
practice to use a circle to denote a random variable and plate notation to denote replication of
the events. The circle is shaded if this random variable is observed in data, and is white if it
is not observed but is assumed by the model. Let x1...xn be some random variables. The es-
timation of probability distribution p(x1...xn) is exponential in the number of variables unless
some independence assumptions for the variables are made by the model. Graphical models
help describing these independence assumptions Arrows are used to denote the independence
assumptions in the model and so a variable xi is independent from the variables in the graph
if the value of parents pi(xi) of xi are known. Then given a graph G which describes the in-
dependence assumptions among the random variables, the probability distribution p(x1...xn)
can be written as p(x1...xn) =
∏n
i=1 p(xi|pi(xi)) and the join probability distribution is expo-
nential in the number of parents (efficiently computable if the number of the parents is small).
An example is given in Figure 2.2 for a simple mixture model for documents X1...XN . The
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probability distribution of all words in the documents is written as:











Figure 2.2 Graphical Model Representation of Mixture Model
2.4 Maximum Likelihood and Maximum A-Posteriori Parameter
Estimation (and Optimization)
If the data is fully observable, one can use Maximum Likelihood parameter estimation
(Myung, 2003). Maximum Likelihood estimation assumes that the data is drawn from some
distribution (such as Multinomial for variables that take discrete values or Gaussian for con-
tinuous), and the model parameters are chosen as to maximize the likelihood of the data, and
so θ∗ = arg max
θ
p(D|θ).
One may also play some prior belief on the distribution of the model parameters p(θ). Then
instead of maximizing likelihood of the data, one may maximize the likelihood of parameters
given the data θ∗ = arg max
θ
p(θ|D) = arg max
θ
p(D|θ)p(θ)
p(D) = arg max
θ
p(D|θ)p(θ). This is known
as Maximum A-Posteriori principle (DeGroot, 1970) .
Given the functional form for p(D|θ) or p(D, θ) one can find optimal model parameters
by solving the optimization problem: θ∗ = arg max
θ
p(D|θ) (or θ∗ = arg max
θ
p(D, θ)). This
problem is solved by taking a gradient of a function with respect to model parameters ∂p∂θ and
setting is to 0 and then solving the equation ∂p∂θ = 0 for θ. If the closed form solution does not
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exist, the problem can be solved using numeric optimization (Nocedal and Wright, 2000). The
simplest case is gradient ascent. It is an iterative procedure that begins with some initialized
parameters θ0, at step k given parameters θk the parameters are updated using θk+1 = θk +ηd
where η > 0 is the step size, d is a direction and θk+1 are used in the next iteration. This
process is repeated until convergence (either ‖d‖2 becomes close to 0, or the value of the
function does not change or changes very little). If the step-size η is fixed and direction is
the gradient of the function ∂p∂θk this procedure is equivalent to gradient ascent, however it is
usually slow (many iterations are required for convergence). It can be sped up by finding the
appropriate step size and by finding a better direction than ∂p∂θk . Newton method (Nocedal
and Wright, 2000), in particular, uses the inverse of the Hessian of gradient to compute the
direction d = [Hp(θk)]
−1 ∂p
∂θk
, however because it may be infeasible to compute the Hessian
and find its inverse other approximations are typically used (such as Limited Memory BFGS
(Liu and Nocedal, 1987) which approximates the direction based on a number of previous
directions).
2.5 Bayesian Parameter Estimation
Approximate inference Often a probabilistic model assumes some variables that can-
not be observed in data (latent variables). For example, a mixture model assumes that the
data is generated according to K generative models (according to some distributions), and the
index of the model which generates the data is treated as a latent variable. We give a review
of general frameworks for parameter estimation and inference for models with latent variables
(Bishop, 2006). In particular we concentrate on Expectation Maximization, and Variational
Inference, for more general cases.
First, let θ denote model parameters and z denote hidden variables. It is straightforward
to show that















and q is any probability distribution function. Since KL divergence is non-negative, it can be
seen that p(x|θ) ≥ L and so L is the lower-bound on the distribution p.
Expectation maximization Expectation maximization (Dempster et al., 1977) is a pro-
cedure which finds the distribution q over the hidden variables z as well as finds the parameters
θ that minimizes the lower bound on the distribution p. Expectation maximization is an it-
erative two-step procedure: in the expectation step (E-Step) the bound L is maximized with
respect to q(z). This happens when q(z) = p(z|x, θold). In the maximization step (M-Step)
q(z) is held fixed, and L is maximized with respect to parameters θ. The lower-bound L for
convenience is re-written using p(z|x) instead of q and so
L(q, θ) =
ˆ
p(z|x, θold) ln p(x, z|θ)dz −
ˆ
p(z|x, θold) ln p(z|x, θold)dx
in particular the second term is a constant with respect to θ and
´
p(z|x, θold) ln p(x, z|θ) =
Ep(z|x,θold)p(x, z|θ) is the expectation of p(x, z, θ) under distribution over hidden variables p(z).
In summary, the EM algorithm is an iterative algorithm that involves two steps:
E-step: Compute p(z|x, θ)
M-step: θnew = arg max
θ
Ep(z|x,θold)p(x, z|θ)
One drawback is that EM requires either that p(z|x, θ) is explicitly known, or that the
expectation Ep(z|x,θold)p(x, z|θ) can be computed. This requirement can be bypassed by varia-
tional inference where q(z) can be assumed to be some tractable distribution.
Variational Inference Details on variational inference can be found in Blei and Jordan
(2004); Bishop (2006). Here we summarize the main results that will be used in the thesis.
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Let Z = {θ, z} denote model parameters and hidden variables. The lower-bound on the
distribution p is still given as L(x) = − ´ q(Z) ln p(x,Z)q(Z) dZ. Let q(Z) be a factorized distribution,
such that q(Z) =
∏n
i=1 qi where we use qi = qi(Zi) is distribution of factor Zi. Then the lower















ˆ ln p(x, Z)∏
i 6=j
qidZi
 dZj − ˆ qj ln qjdZj + const
=
ˆ
qj ln p˜(x, Zj)dZj −
ˆ
qj ln qjdZj + const
where p˜ is a new distribution defined as the expectation over all factors that are not j:




i 6=j qidZi. Now we can keep all factors qi 6=j fixed and
maximize L with respect to i. It is easy to see that ´ qj ln p˜(x, Zj)dZj − ´ qj ln qjdZj + const
is a negative of Kulback-Liebler divergence between qj and p˜(x, Zj) and it is minimized when
qj = p˜(x, Zj). Therefore, the optimal solution is given by
q∗j (Zj) = exp (Ei 6=j ln p(x, Z))
Then the functional L is maximized by iteratively maximizing each factor at a time using
the solution q∗j (Zj) = exp (Ei 6=j ln p(x, Z)) until convergence.
2.6 Non-parametric Bayesian methods and processes
As mentioned before, the goal of Bayesian inference is to find parameters θ that best
describe some data D. Maximum a posteriori principle suggests using Bayes rule and finding
the parameters that are best described by the data: p(θ|D) = p(θ,D)P (D) = p(D|θ)p(θ)P (D) . Here p(θ) is
the prior, and it is some distribution on the model parameters, assumed in advance based on
the prior belief of the task or data. However, it a difficult task to find a good prior distribution.
This gave a rise to non-parametric Bayesian methods. The name “non-parametric” is somewhat
misleading, as it does not imply that the model has “no parameters”. Rather, it assumes the
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possibility of infinitely-many parameters, and the parameters are not drawn from a known
distribution p(θ), but rather are generated by a stochastic process G(θ).
In this thesis we use Dirichlet Process (Antoniak, 1974; Blei and Jordan, 2004), which is
a generalization of a Dirichlet distribution. Dirichlet Process is a distribution on probability
measures. It has two parameters: a base distribution G0 which can be thought of as the mean
of the Dirichlet Process, and a strength parameter α which can be thought of as an inverse
variance of the Dirichlet Process. It is denoted as G ∼ DP (α,G0). DP has a property such
that for all natural numbers k given k-partitions {P1...Pk}:
(G(P1), ...G(Pk)) ∼ Dirichlet (αGo(P1), ..., αG0(Pk))
There are several ways of constructing a stochastic process that has a property of Dirichlet
Process such as Chinese Restaurant Process (Aldous, 1983; Ishwaran and James, 2003), or
Stick-breaking construction (Sethuraman, 1994). In this thesis we concentrate on the latter
and the application of the Dirichlet Process to a probabilistic model for text and images will
be described in details in Chapter 3.
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CHAPTER 3. Generative Correlation Model: Multi-modal Hierarchical
Dirichlet Process
In this Chapter we introduce a generative model for learning from text and images. We be-
gin by re-visiting a known model, Mixture-of-Multinomials Latent Dirichlet Allocation (MoM-
LDA) (Barnard et al., 2003; Blei and Jordan, 2003) which uses latent variables to learn hidden
semantic concepts of image features and words. One limitation with this model is that the
number of the latent variables needs to be specified a priori. Therefore, we extend this model
to a Mixture-of-Multinomials Hierarchical Dirichlet Process (MoM-HDP) to allow countably
infinite number of mixture components. Our experimental results on two large image datasets
show that unlike MoM-LDA the performance of MoM-HDP does not depend on the number
of mixture components.
3.1 Introduction
Learning the relationships between image regions and words is a challenging problem in
computer vision. Much of the available training data do not provide explicit labels for indi-
vidual objects in an image. As more and more data becomes available, human annotation and
labeling becomes prohibitively time consuming and expensive. This is especially true in the
case of data that is derived from more than one modality (e.g., text and images; sound and
images). More importantly, straightforward reductions of multi-modal data mining problems
to standard supervised classification problems often fail to fully exploit the natural correlations
that might exist among the basic entities within each modality and across modalities.
Given the expense of obtaining training datasets of images where each object in the image
is labeled by a human annotator, there is the need for methods that can, given a dataset of
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images and their associated captions, learn to label individual objects in an image. Against
this background, this paper focuses on the following problem: Given a dataset of images and
their associated captions, can we build a model that not only predicts a collection of labels for
an entire image (the image annotation problem), but specifically labels the individual objects
(or regions of interest) in the image (the image object-label correspondence problem)? Conse-
quently, there is a growing interest in developing principled solutions to the image annotation
problem and the image object-label correspondence problems (Barnard et al., 2003; Blei and
Jordan, 2003; Blei et al., 2003; Li and Fei-Fei, 2007) (see Chapter 1 for detailed review).
We describe an approach to solving the image annotation and image correspondence prob-
lems using a Mixture of Multinomials hierarchical Dirichlet Process (MoM-HDP) model which
is a natural generalization of the Mixture of Multinomials latent Dirichlet Allocation model
(MoM-LDA) (Barnard et al., 2003; Blei and Jordan, 2003). Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)
is a generative probabilistic model for independent collections of data where each collection is
modeled by a randomly generated mixture over latent factors. In topic modeling for text docu-
ments LDA assumes the following generative process: each document has its own distribution
of topics, and given a specific topic, the words are generated. MoM-LDA is a generalization of
LDA where the documents contain multiple types (modalities) of entities such as words, image
regions (also called blobs). MoM-LDA describes the following generative process for the data:
each document (consisting of both words and pictures) has a distribution for a fixed number
of mixture components (topics), and given a specific mixture component the words and the
image features are generated. However, selecting the number of mixture components to be
used in a MoM-LDA model is difficult. In practice, several different MoM-LDA models corre-
sponding to different choices of the number of mixture components are trained and evaluated
using cross-validation and the best performing model is chosen.
The proposed MoM-HDP model is based on the Hierarchical Dirichlet Process (Teh et al.,
2006), a stochastic process that can be thought of as the analog of a mixture model, but with
a countably infinite number of mixture components assumed in a mixture model. MoM-HDP
thus allows us to circumvent the need for a priori (and hence potentially arbitrary) choice of the
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number of mixture components or the computational expense of training multiple MoM-LDA
models before choosing one based on the results of cross-validation.
We compare the performance of the proposed MoM-HDP model with that of MoM-LDA
model on the image annotation and image-label correspondence task on a dataset with variety
of labels and objects using two datasets which provide the ground truth needed in order to
evaluate the performance of the two approaches: Visual Object Classes (VOC) 2007 challenge
data which has 20 possible labels and a subset of LabelMe, which has over 1700 possible labels.
We also compare MoM-HDP and MoM-LDA with some simple alternatives: Naive Bayes and
Logistic Regression classifiers based on the formulation of the image annotation and image-
label correspondence problems as one-against-all classification problems. Our results show that
the generalization performance of MoM-HDP is superior to that of MoM-HDP as well as the
Naive Bayes and Logistic Regression classifiers. The results of our experiments show that the
generalization performance of the MoM-LDA model is sensitive to the choice of the number
of components that are assumed to exist in the mixture. In contrast, the performance of the
MoM-HDP model is relatively insensitive to the specific choice of the cutoff used to truncate
the Dirichlet Process.
Thus, the main contributions of this Chapter are:
• Development of MoM-HDP, a HDP counterpart of MoM-LDA model for solving image
annotation and image object-label correspondence problems under fairly general assump-
tions that circumvents the need for a priori (and hence potentially arbitrary) choice of the
number of mixture components or the computational expense of training and evaluating
multiple MoM-LDA models before choosing one based on the results of cross-validation.
• Experimental results that demonstrate that modeling the problem directly using MoM-
LDA and MoM-HDP produces a better performance than one-against-all-learning sce-
nario and that MoM-HDP outperforms MoM-LDA on image annotation and image-object
label correspondence problems.
This Chapter is organized as follows: We describe the MoM-LDA model in Section 3.2. In Sec-
tion 3.3 we describe non-parametric models that we adapt in our work, in particular Dirichlet
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Process, and its generalization as a Hierarchical Dirichlet Process. Then we generalize MoM-
LDA model to a Hierarchical Dirichlet Process and describe in detail the algorithm to estimate
the model parameters using variational inference in Section . We describe the dataset, exper-
imental setup, evaluation procedure, and the results of our comparison of MoM-LDA and
MoM-HDP models in Section 3.5. We conclude the Chapter with related work in Section 3.6
and a summary and a brief discussion of some directions for further research in Section 3.7.
3.2 Mixture of Multinomials Latent Dirichlet Allocation
We first describe a Mixture of Multinomials Latent Dirichlet Allocation model (MoM-LDA)
introduced by Blei and Jordan (2003), and then generalize this model using a Hierarchical
Dirichlet Process (MoM-HDP). Informally, the following generative process is assumed for
images and captions. The image topic (e.g. horseback riding) generates a distribution for
intermediate level components (e.g. horse, person, grass, fence, sky, sun, building) and the in-
termediate level components generate specific words and image regions observed in the training
data (e.g. the words “horse” and “person”, and the image regions which correspond to horse’s
eyes, ears, person’s face, arms and legs, etc). MoM-LDA assumes a pre-defined number of clus-
ters which group the related entities in the modalities, and it groups the related visual words
and the related words in the same clusters. In addition, the probability distribution of the
clusters is different for each image-caption pair, which is achieved by introducing a Dirichlet
prior for the distribution of clusters.
Let xi be the feature vector for image i and yi be the feature vector for the caption
associated with the image i. Formally, the images-caption pair (xi, yi) are generated by the
following generative process:
1. For each image i, pick a distribution of latent topics pii ∼ Dirichlet(α).
(a) For each caption word yji
i. pick a latent factor tij ∼ Multinomial(pii)
ii. pick the word yji ∼ F (tij).
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Figure 3.1 Mixture of Multinomials Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(b) For each image feature xji
i. pick a latent factor sij ∼ Multinomial(pii)
ii. pick the feature xji ∼ F (sij).
The graphical model for this process is shown in Figure 3.1. Here F (x) can be any appropriate
distribution, such as Multinomial for words and discrete features, or Gaussian for continuous
features. In our model and in our experiments, we use discrete-valued image features (visual
words). Hence, we focus our discussion on the MoM-HDP model based on the Multinomial
distribution. However, the model described in this paper can be easily extended to other
distributions.
3.3 Mixture of Multinomials Hierarchical Dirichlet Process model
A limitation of mixture models is the need to specify a number of components (namely K).
The choice of number of the mixture components can have a major influence on how well the
model fits the data, and its ability to generalize beyond the training data. Hence, we consider
a model based on a hierarchical Dirichlet Process (HDP) (Teh et al., 2006), with countably
infinite number of mixture components. Further information and details on the HDP and
their applications in probabilistic graphical models can be found in Teh et al. (2006) or Blei
and Jordan (2004) and here we provide a background on Dirichlet Processes needed for this
Chapter.
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3.3.1 Dirichlet Process and Dirichlet Process Mixture Model
Dirichlet Process is a distribution on probability measures. It has two parameters: a base
distribution G0 which can be thought of as the mean of the Dirichlet Process, and a strength
parameter α which can be thought of like an inverse variance of the Dirichlet Process, and
is denoted as G ∼ DP (α,G0). DP has a property such that for all natural numbers k given
k-partitions {P1...Pk}:
(G(P1), ...G(Pk)) ∼ Dirichlet (αGo(P1), ..., αG0(Pk))
3.3.1.1 Stick-Breaking Construction of Dirichlet Process
One way of constructing a process that has this property is via stick-breaking construction
(Sethuraman, 1994). Define G(θ) =
∑∞
i=1 βiδθk(θ) where δ is the Dirach delta function and
{θk}∞k=1 are drawn from of G0. Define βk = uk
∏k−1
i=1 (1− ui) where uk is distributed according
to Beta distribution with the base parameter α, uk = Beta(1, α). Such construction is denoted
by β ∼ GEM(α). Sethuraman (1994) proved that this constructive process has the property
of Dirichlet Process.
Intuitively, β’s are constructed as follows: we start off with a stick of unit length. At Step
1 we break of a piece of a stick according to the proportion u1, and we have β1 = u1 and 1−u1
is left. At Step 2 we break off another piece of the remaining stick according the proportion
u2 and so β2 = u2(1− u1) and (1− u1)− u2(1− u2) is what’s left of a stick. Then in general,
at step k the broken off piece equals to βk = uk
∏k−1
i=1 (1 − ui) and what’s left of the stick is∏k
i=1(1− ui).
There are other ways of constructing a measure which has the properties of a DP such as
Chinese Restaurant Process (Ishwaran and James, 2003).
3.3.1.2 Dirichlet Process Mixture Model
One application of the Dirichlet Process is the Dirichlet Process Mixture Model (Antoniak,
1974). Such mixture model assumes that instead of a fixed number of mixture components
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there are countably infinitely many mixture components, and the prior probability for the
distribution of mixture components is defined according to the Dirichlet Process.
Dirichlet Process mixture model is the following generative process:
Let z = {z1, z2...} be the mixture components, and let X = {x1...xN} be a sample from
the DP mixture. Then we can assume the following generative process for the data:
1. Draw mixture priors β ∼ DP (α,G0)
2. For each mixture component z = {z1, z2...} draw parameters φz ∼ G0 which specify the
distribution for the observations X
3. For each instance i = 1...N
(a) Draw parameters pii ∼ β which specify the distribution of the mixture components
(b) Draw a mixture component zi ∼ Multinomial(pii)
(c) From the mixture component zi draw xi ∼ φzi .
If we assume K mixture components the distribution of which has Dirichlet distribution, we
get a standard Mixture Model.
3.3.2 Hierarchical Dirichlet Process
A Hierarchical Dirichlet Process (Teh et al., 2006) assumes a number of Dirichlet Processed
G1...GJ such that the base distribution G0 for each of the Gj is shared and it is also a Dirichlet
Process: Gj ∼ DP (α0, G0), j = 1, ...J and G0 ∼ DP (α,H).
This hierarchical construction assumes that the data generated according to this process
shares the base distribution. When this construction is applied to a mixture model (Hierar-
chical Process Mixture Model), this process allows the data to share cluster identities among
groups of data. Each image or each document can be viewed as a “group”, and by sharing the
cluster identities, the latent topics are shared among each document or each image. A similar
assumption used in Latent Dirichlet Allocation Model, however unlike Latent Dirichlet Allo-
cation, the number of mixture components is countably infinite, and thus HDP mixture model
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provides a non-parametric generalization of Latent Dirichlet Allocation. The HDP mixture
model is described using the following generative process:
1. Draw mixture priors β ∼ DP (α0, G0)
2. For each mixture component z = {z1, z2...} draw parameters φz ∼ G0 which specify the
distribution for the observations X
3. For each instance i = 1...N
(a) Draw parameters pii ∼ DP (α, β) which specify the distribution of the mixture com-
ponents
(b) Draw a mixture component zi ∼ Multinomial(pii)
(c) From the mixture component zi draw xi ∼ φzi .
3.4 Mixture of Multinomials Hierarchical Dirichlet Process (MoM-HDP)
We now apply the Hierarchical Dirichlet Process to the Mixture of Multinomials generative
model. Like in the case of MoM-LDA, we assume that each observable modality is clustered
by the mixture components, so that each word y is generated by a cluster t, each image feature
x is generated by a cluster s. The clusters for image-caption pair xi, yi have Multinomial dis-
tribution parametrized by pii (p(si) = p(ti) = pii) drawn from DP (αpi, β) were β ∼ GEM(α) is
constructed using a stick-breaking distribution. Furthermore, the parameters for observations
given their clusters φyt = p(y|t) and φxs = p(x|s) are generated from some base distribution G0
(such as a Dirichlet distribution).
We show MoM-HDP using plate notation in Figure 3.2. We also note that if the prior β is
assumed to be drawn from finite Dirichlet instead of a stick-breaking distribution, this model
becomes a Dirichlet-smoothed version of the MoM-LDA (Blei and Jordan, 2003).
We summarize the generative processes modeled by MoM-HDP and MoM-LDA below.
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Figure 3.2 Mixture of Multinomials Hierarchical Dirichlet Process
MoM-HDP MoM-LDA
draw β ∼ GEM(α) chose priors (α1...αK)
for each z = 1, 2... for each z = 1, ...,K
draw φyz ∼ Dirichlet(αy) draw φyz ∼ G0
draw φxz ∼ Dirichlet(αx) draw φxz ∼ G0
for each image i = 1, ..., D for each image i = 1, ..., D
draw pii ∼ DP(αpi, β) draw pii ∼ Dirichlet(α1...αK)
for each word j = 1...Ni for each word j = 1...Ni
draw tij ∼ Multinomial(pii) draw tij ∼ Multinomial(pii)
draw yji ∼ Multinomial(φytij ) draw yji ∼ Multinomial(φytij )
for each visual word j = 1, ...,Mi for each visual word j = 1, ...,Mi
draw sij ∼ Multinomial(pii) draw sij ∼ Multinomial(pii)
draw xji ∼ Multinomial(φxsij ) draw xji ∼ Multinomial(φxsij )
To make the parameter estimation feasible, we assume a truncated Dirichlet Process (Ish-
waran and James, 2001), and truncate β at K, so that βz = 0 for all z > K. In this case,
pii ∼ DP(αpi, β) simply becomes pii ∼ Dirichlet(αpi, β1...βK), since any K partitions gener-
ated by the DP are distributed according to Dirichlet Distribution (by the definition of DP).
Ishwaran and James (2001) proved that the truncated DP approximates true DP and the
approximation improves as the cut-off K increases.
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Next we describe the parameter estimation procedure for the hierarchical Dirichlet Process
model using variational inference.
3.4.1 Parameter Estimation via Variational Inference
We use variational inference to find the model parameters. Define the factorized distribu-
tion Q as:













where q(β) ∼ GEM(α) is drawn from the stick-breaking distribution, q(pi) ∼ DP(αpi, β) is
drawn from the truncated Dirichlet Process (thus results in Dirichlet Distribution), q(φz)’s are
drawn from the Dirichlet distributions, and q(s), q(t) are Multinomial.
The parameter estimation using variational inference for the Hierarchical Dirichlet Process
can be viewed as a three-step process: the expectation step involves optimizing hidden Multi-
nomial factors q(s) and q(t) (equivalent E-step in the EM). The maximization step involves
parameter estimation to optimize q(φ) and q(pi) (equivalent to the M-step in the EM). The last
step is optimizing the top-level distribution q(β) (this step has no counterpart in the standard
EM).
3.4.1.1 Updating Dirichlet Distribution Factors q(pi), q(φwz ), q(φ
b
z) (M-step)
Since we have truncated β at a finite K, the Dirichlet Process reduces to a finite Dirichlet
distribution. Using mean-field q(pi) ∝ Eq log(p(pi|t, s)) ∝ Eq log(p(t, s, pi)). The optimal q(pi)
parametrized by γ is given by standard update for a Dirichlet distribution. Computing the
expectation we get the following expression:
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=Dirichlet (αpiβ + Cs(·) + Ct(·))
Therefore the solution to factor pi of the form γ = αpiβ+Ct(·) +Cs(·) as the update for the
Dirichlet parameters, where Ct(·) = Ct(t1...tk) is a vector of expected counts of the values that
the factor t can take. Similarly Cs(·) = Cs(s1...sk) is the vector of expected counts that the
factor s can take. These expected counts are computed using q(s) and q(t) that we describe
below (E-step).
The updates for the q(φ) are obtained similarly, and are q(φyz |λyz) = Dirichlet(αy +Cy(z, ·))
where λyz = αy + Cy(z, ·) and q(φxz |λxz ) = Dirichlet(αx + Cx(z, ·)) where λxz = αx + Cx(z, ·).
Here Cy(z, ·) = C(z, y1...yM ) is the vector of expected counts of words of the image in cluster
z and Cx(z, ·) = C(z, x1...xB) is the vector of expected counts for visual words in cluster z
that describe the image.
3.4.1.2 Updating Multinomial Distribution Factors q(t), q(s) (E-step)
In order to introduce dependency of the data, we first define q(tj |yi) ∝ q(tj , yi) and q(tj)
can be recovered by marginalizing over the words w. Using mean-field approximation,
q(tj |wi) = exp (Eq log(p(tj |yi))
∝ exp (Eq log(p(tj , wy))
∝ exp (Eq log pi(j)) exp
(
Eq log φytj (yi)
)
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Define Multinomial weights asW (tj) = exp (Eq log pi(j)) andWtj (yi) = exp
(
Eq log φytj (yi)
)
.










where Ψ(x) = ∂∂x log Γ(x) is the Digamma function (which can be computed us-
ing Taylor-series approximation). The Dirichlet priors λ and γ are used after updating the
Dirichlet distribution factors (which was described in the previous step). The expectation of
a Dirichlet distribution is described in Appendix.
3.4.1.3 Updating Top-Level Component q(β)
Finally we summarize the updates for the stick-breaking parameters β. Again, using mean-
field it is easy to show that q(β) ∝ Eqp(β|α) + Eqp(pi|β), and so q(β) = EqlogGEM(β;α) +
EqlogDP(αpi, β), however since we truncated β at K, it becomes q(β) = Eq log GEM(β;α) +
Eq log Dirichlet(αpi, β). There are no closed-form solutions for β, however it is possible to
maximize q(β) using gradient ascent and update the components of β with η ∂q(β)∂βk iteratively
(where η is the learning rate). The update equations are derived similarly to those in Liang
et al. (2007). In order to satisfy the constraint
∑K
i=1 βi = 1 we use Quadratic Penalty method
(Nocedal and Wright, 2000). The details of the optimization are described in Appendix.
3.4.2 Making Predictions
Given the model, we can now use it to predict region annotations. To predict the label for
a region described by x = x1...xT , we can use the word which has the highest probability given















Note that the integral can be computed efficiently using variational inference for the test region.
The label with the highest probability given the region is then assigned to the region. That
is, ypred = arg maxyi∈L p(yi|x).
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3.5 Experiments and Results
We now describe the datasets used in our evaluation, and the experimental set-up.
3.5.1 Data
In order to evaluate the performance of the model on image object label correspondence,
we need to assume that the image to be labeled is segmented into regions or objects and need
to have labels for each region or object in each test image. The images can be segmented
using one of the magnitude of available segmentation algorithms (such as normalized cuts (Shi
and Malik, 2000) or superpixels (Ren and Malik, 2003)). Note that we do not use object-level
labels in training the model. A major goal of this work is to explore the feasibility of using
models trained on a dataset of images and their associated annotations to perform both image
annotation as well as labeling of individual objects in each images. We proceed with describing
the image data and feature extraction from the images.
3.5.1.1 PASCAL Visual Objects Classes
We compare both MoM-LDA and MoM-HDP on the image annotation and image-label
correspondence tasks on Visual Object Classes 2007 challenge data (Everingham et al., 2007).
The VOC 2007 database contains 2501 training images in 20 categories and 4952 images in
the test set. We re-sized the images for the maximum height or width (whichever is greater)
of 256 pixels. We use grid sampling to extract patches of 13x13 pixels from each image.
We then use SIFT representation of each patch Lowe (2004) to extract 128 features for all
images in the training set. These features are invariant to rotation and object occlusions. The
150,000 descriptors (extracted randomly from the training images) were clustered into 1500
clusters using k-means clustering to create a codebook of “visual words”. Each image was
then represented as a bag of visual words, and a bag of caption words (labels). The codebook
created from the training images was used to represent the test objects.
We assume that the test images are segmented and extract the SIFT features from the
regions, and use the codebook created at training to represent the test objects. If the images
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Figure 3.3 Sample from the VOC 2007 training and test images.
were not segmented, we could have used segmentation algorithms (such as normalized cuts (Shi
and Malik, 2000) or superpixels (Ren and Malik, 2003)) to segment each image into regions
before processing them further. However, the results of such segmentation may or may not
coincide with the segmentation that forms the basis of object-level labels used as reference to
evaluate the performance of the model on the image object-label correspondence task. Hence
we assume here that segmented images are provided during the test phase. There are 14,976
objects in the test set.
We show some representative training and test images in Figure 3.3 to demonstrate the
variety of the images and complexity of the task.
3.5.1.2 LabelME
To evaluate the performance of the models on the large scale data set with many possibilities
for captions we use LabelMe (Russell et al., 2005) database. LabelMe is a web-based image
database and an annotation tool which allows users to annotate images and objects in the
images in the database. The annotators select the regions which correspond to the objects in
the image, and label these regions with the keywords. The database contains a great variety
of image categories and themes, and it continues to grow over-time as more and more people
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contribute the new images and annotate the existing ones.
For our experiments we selected a subset using 9 keywords to query for images and used the
union of these images as the data (“building”, “car”, “tree”, “cat”, “dog”, “person”, “plant”,
“water” and “sky” were the keywords). We then selected images which have between 4 and
19 objects. From the resulting subset we used 80% of the images as the training data set
(resulting in 7373 images), and the rest as the test set (1513 images). The test set contains
∼14000 regions, and so on average each image has 10 captions. All images were rescaled for
the maximum height and width of 256 pixels.
The captions were changed to lower-case and stemmed, resulting in ≈ 1700 distinct caption
words in the vocabulary. As before, we extract SIFT features in order to create a codebook of
1500 visual words from the training data from 15,000 image patches randomly sampled from
the training images, train the model on the image and caption information only, and test the
model on the regions.
3.5.2 Experiments and Results
3.5.2.1 Multiple Label Learning as One-Against-All Classification
To establish a baseline, we first consider a transformation of the multiple label problem
to one-against-all learning scenario, similar to the set-up in Zhang and Zhou (2006). Given
the dataset D = {xi, yi}Di=1, vocabulary of caption words L of size M , we train M binary
classifiers. Each classifier hyj is trained on a new dataset were all the target words were kept
and considered as one class, and all the words that are not the target words where considered
the second class: D′ = {xi, y′i}Di=1 where xi is that as in D and y
′
j = 1 if yi of D contains word
yi ∈ L and 0 otherwise. Given a test object xtest each of the classifiers hyj (xtest) assigns a score
rwi and the word with the highest score is used as a prediction: ypred = arg maxwi [rw1 , ..., rwT ]
. We considered Naive Bayes and Logistic Regressions as the classifiers.
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3.5.2.2 Initialization for Parameter Estimation
Variational inference is susceptible to local minima. Since one of the local minima cor-
responds to the setting where all factors are equally likely, we initialize the model by ran-
domly assigning several image/caption pairs to a factor. We set the hyperparameters α =
{α, αpi, αb, αw} to 1. Given the large size of the training dataset, we believe that the choice of
hyperparameters for priors is not especially critical.
3.5.2.3 Image Annotation and Region Labeling
In order to assess the performance of the models on the image annotation task, we used
accuracy of annotation as the performance measure. Let C be the predicted set of words in a
caption. Let R be the actual caption (the actual set of words that appear in the caption for
a particular image). To avoid the complication of having to deal with multiple objects with
the same name, we binarize C and R. To measure how close C is to R we count how many
elements are in common in C and R; In other words, we are interested in the cardinality of
the intersection |C ∩R|. We can now define accuracy as Acc = P (R|C) = |C∩R||C| .
Since we have the ground truth or object-level labels for the regions, we can also evaluate the
performance of the model on the object recognition task on the per-label basis using standard
performance measures such as precision (the fraction of the actual objects with a given label
out of all the objects classified as such), recall (the fraction of the objects that were assigned
a particular label out of all the existing objects with that label), and accuracy (the fraction of
correctly labeled objects in the entire set of test images).
VOC2007 In the VOC 2007 dataset, the number of labels is 20, and so predicting a label
at random results in 5% accuracy.
Table 3.1 shows the comparison of one-against-all learning scenario and the combined LDA
model.
Notice that Logistic Regression has the worst performance. We believe that this could be
due to over-fitting on the training data. Since one Logistic Regression is trained to maximize
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per region per caption
NB OneVsAll 30.56 38.03
LR OneVsAll 20.19 20.79
MoM-LDA 31.67 40.82
MoM-HDP 34.5 41.92
Chance prediction 5 5
Table 3.1 Comparison of accuracies (in %) of various algorithms for per-re-
gion and per-caption annotation task for VOC 2007 dataset
accuracy for each keyword, since the distribution of the target word and its compliment is very
unbalanced, it is possible that Logistic Regression overfits on the compliment of the keyword,
thus assigning low scores to the words.
Statistical Significance Test It is a standard practice to use a k-fold cross-validation
(Dietterich, 1998). However, the VOC 2007 challenge dataset that we used consists of a pre-
specified training set and a test set; with test set being much larger and more “difficult” that
the training set (Everingham et al., 2007). Moreover, because the words that appear in a given
caption as well as the objects that appear in an image are unlikely to be independent which
presents challenges in devising reliable tests for comparing different models - see Section 3.7.
In order to test significance of the results on region labeling we use a simple statistical test
for difference in two error proportions Snedecor and Cochran (1989). Let the null hypothesis
be that two algorithms f1 and f2 have the same error on the same test dataset T of size
N . Let e1 =
Nf1
N be the fraction of the test examples that f1 predicted incorrectly and let
e2 =
Nf2
N be the fraction of the test examples that f2 predicted incorrectly. Then the quantity








if |z| > Z0.975 = 1.96 then the null hypothesis is rejected. We compute the z-value between
the MoM-HDP and the other algorithms considered, and the improvement on the test set is
statistically significant. The z-values for the difference between errors of various algorithms
are: z(MoM-HDP,NB)=7.1, z(MoM-HDP,LR)=27.6, z(MoM-HDP, MoM-LDA)=5.02.
Since we use region labeling to construct the full caption, we believe that the significance
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tests on the region labeling are enough for the caption reconstruction. We also note that to
the best of our knowledge there is no well-defined statistical significance test for a learning
algorithm which predicts multiple labels to a test instance, and that it is of interest to develop
such test.
We next take a closer look the performance of the combined mixture models MoM-LDA
and MoM-HDP on the region annotation and overall image annotation as a function of the
number of the mixture components K, in Figure 3.4. The best precision of MoM-LDA in terms
labels assigned to objects in the image and in terms of the caption assigned to the image was
obtained at K = 5. The performance of MoM-HDP is less sensitive to the choice of K used
to truncate the HDP model. We also observe that the performance of Mom-LDA degraded
when the number of mixture components exceeded the optimum value (K = 5 whereas the
performance of MoM-HDP was more robust with respect to K.




















Figure 3.4 Performance of MoM-LDA (represented by the red line) and
performance of MoM-HDP (represented by the blue line) vs
the number of mixture components. The accuracy on the region
labeling is shown using solid line, and the overall accuracy on
the captions constructed from the region labels is shown using
dashed line.
While an accuracy of 41% may be viewed as poor in the standard supervised learning
setting, it is worth noting that the more general multi-modal learning setting considered in
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Figure 3.5 Region annotation result: per-label precision recall on all pre-
dicted region labels for VOC 2007. Square: HDP preci-
sion/recall, diamond: LDA precision/recall.
this paper is far more challenging. In particular, similar results were reported in Barnard et al.
(2003) (using precision/recall), however they allowed several labels to be assigned for a given
region by using a threshold for each keyword. Threshold was also used in Hardoon et al. (2006)
to evaluate performance for image annotation.
We now take a closer look at the performance of the models on the per-region task, and
examine in detail the performance measured by precision/recall on the per-label basis. The
results are presented in Figure 3.5 for MoM-HDP and LDA for a cut-off K = 5.
Only several labels have relatively high precision/recall measures (Barnard et al., 2003)
reported similar trends, however the precision/recall was calculated for whether a word was
present or absent in the caption, not for the labels directly). While both models have similar
performance on the precision measure, the recall is much higher for HDP model. In addition,
HDP was able to assign a relatively high precision/recall for the label “boat”, while LDA did
not predict any boats correctly.
Note that the label “person” has a very high recall and low prevision, which indicates
that it was often predicted as a possible label. We discovered that in the training data about
half of the captions included the word “person”. Consider an image which has many objects
of which only a few have corresponding labels in the caption. In such a scenario, the visual
words associated with the image (which could be very diverse) are likely to get assigned to the
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clusters associated with the few labels that appear in the image caption, thereby biasing the
predictions towards those labels. We conjecture that the sparsity of captions relative to the
number of objects in the image biases the model towards the labels that are overrepresented in
captions. One possible approach to correcting this bias is to use partially supervised training
data and to add region/caption pairs as additional training examples. Another possible source
of improvement is better quality captions, i.e., captions that are descriptive of all objects in
the image.
LabelMe Lastly, we show the performance of the model on region labeling on the large
data set derived from LabelMe. Here we set K to 20, and train MoM-LDA and MoM-HDP and
we report the accuracy on the per-region basis and on the entire caption set in Table 3.2. A
random classifier would have 1 in 1700 chance to predict a caption correctly (0.06% accuracy).
LabelME image annot. region annot.
MoM-LDA 15.56 10.5
MoM-HDP 34.84 28.45
NB OneVsAll 38.2 24.21
Table 3.2 Performance (accuracy in %) of MoM-LDA and MoM-HDP on
image annotation and region recognition for LabelME
While Naive Bayes one-against-all training scenario produces a better result on the caption
prediction than the MoM-HDP model, MoM-HDP model has a much better result on the region
labeling, and the improvement is statistically significant (the z-values for the difference between
errors of various algorithms are: z(MoM-LDA,MoM-HDP)=37.92, z(MoM-HDP, NB)=8.05).
3.6 Related Work
We briefly summarize work on the image annotation and image object-label correspondence
or closely related problems. Learning from multi-modal data, and in particular, learning to
annotate images, has been cast as a multiple label multiple instance learning problem (Zhang
and Zhou, 2006). In this formulation, each image is represented by a bag of objects (instances),
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and the corresponding image caption is represented by a bag of words (set of labels). Zhang
and Zhou (2006) proposed to use a multiple-instance learning for each label using one-against
all multiple-instance learners. However, this work did not address the problem of labeling each
individual object within an image.
Hardoon et al. (2006) have explored a kernelized version of Canonical Correlation Analysis
for image retrieval and annotation. Specifically they show how a semantic representation of im-
ages and their associated text can be learned and how the resulting representation in a common
semantic space can be used to compare data from the text and image modalities. However, the
primary focus of this work was not on solving the image object-label correspondence problem.
Barnard et al. (2003) have examined several solutions for the image annotation and image-
object label correspondence problems. They developed several models for the joint distribution
of image regions and words, including those that explicitly learn the correspondence between
image regions and words. They studied a multi-modal and correspondence extensions to hier-
archical mixture models (Hofmann and Puzicha, 1999), and probabilistic latent semantic in-
dexing (pLSI) (Hofmann, 1999) for text, a translation model adapted from statistical machine
translation (Brown et al., 1993), and a multi-modal extension to mixture of Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (MoM-LDA) (Blei and Jordan, 2003; Li and Fei-Fei, 2007) which generalizes LDA
(Blei et al., 2003) to the setting where the data combines multiple modalities (e.g., image,
text).
Selecting the number of mixture components to be used in a MoM-LDA model is a difficult
problem. In practice a model is trained for several numbers of mixture components, evaluated
on a held-out set, and the best performing model is chosen. The need to train and evaluate
several models makes this approach computationally expensive, especially in the case of large
datasets consisting of large numbers of image and text features. In contrast, the proposed
MoM-HDP model allows to circumvent the need for a priori choice of the number of mixture
components. It addressed the computational expense associated with the model selection for
MoM-LDA since in practice multiple MoM-LDA models need to be trained before choosing
one based on the results of cross-validation.
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In contrast to previous work (Barnard et al., 2003) which relied on representation of image
segments using global features such as shape, color, texture, etc. we have chosen to use
local features (Bosch et al., 2006). A consequence of reliance on global properties of image
segments is that the images must be segmented prior to training the model. In contrast,
representation of image segments (blobs) using local image features makes it possible to train
the model on images without segmenting them prior to training. Furthermore, recent work
in the image processing community has shown that local representation of the image can
substantially improve the performance of the resulting models (Bosch et al., 2006). In Barnard
et al. (2003), the experiments were performed using the Corel dataset which only provides the
captions for the image, and this dataset is also no longer publicly available. In the absence
of labels for individual objects or image segments, their study provided a limited assessment
on the image object-label correspondence task on a small number of hand-annotated objects.
In contrast, in this Chapter, we used two datasets which provide the ground truth needed
evaluating the performance of alternative solutions image annotation and image object-label
correspondence tasks: Visual Object Classes (VOC) 2007 challenge data which has 20 possible
labels and a subset of LabelMe, which has over 1700 possible labels.
3.7 Summary
In this Chapter we considered an interesting problem with many applications in image
retrieval and multi-media data-mining: Given a dataset of images and their associated captions,
can we build a model that not only predicts a caption i.e., a collection of labels for an entire
image (the image annotation task), but specifically labels the individual objects (or regions
of interest) in the image with a collection of labels (the image object-label correspondence
task)? We have described a solution to this problem based on a Mixture-of-Multinomials
Hierarchical Dirichlet Process (MoM-HDP). MoM-HDP generalizes the hierarchical Dirichlet
Process (HDP) model (that can be thought of as the analog of a mixture model, but with an
infinite number of mixture components assumed in a mixture model) to deal with multi-modal
data (e.g., images, text). MoM-HDP thus allows us to circumvent the need, in the case of
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alternatives such as the multi-modal latent Dirichlet Allocation (MoM-LDA), for a priori and
hence potentially arbitrary choice of the number of mixture components or the computational
expense of choosing the best performing model from among multiple models corresponding to
different choices of the number of mixture components. During training, the model has access
to an un-segmented image and its caption, but not the labels for each object in the image. The
trained model is used to predict the label for each region of interest in a segmented image. We
use variational inference to efficiently estimate model parameters. Our experiments using two
large-scale datasets show that the generalization performance of MoM-HDP is superior to that
of MoM-HDP as well as the Naive Bayes and Logistic Regression classifiers (in one-against-all
learning scenario).
Although our experiments with the MoM-HDP model have been limited to data consisting
of images and text, the underlying probabilistic model and the algorithm for training the model
readily generalize to data that include multiple modalities (e.g., text, image, speech, etc.).
MoM-HDP model can be extended along several interesting directions: The current model is
based on a simple bag of features (words, visual features or visual words) representation of
the data from each modality. It would be interesting to consider more sophisticated models of
interaction among features within and across modalities.
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CHAPTER 4. Discriminative Multiple Instance Multiple Label Model
with Trace Norm Regularization
In this Chapter we introduce a discriminative model that can be used for image annotation.
Unlike generative model, this approach solves the classification problem directly. In particular,
we formulate the problem of image annotation as Multiple Instance Multiple Label learning
problem by considering each image as a bag of image segments (Multiple Instance assumption)
as the set of keywords as a set of labels assigned to each image (Multiple Label assumption).
The goal of the model is to maximize the probability of each correct label given the bag using
a Noisy-Or model, and to model correlation among labels by using Trace Norm regularization
to enforce classifiers for each labels to share weights. We show that this model, unlike some of
the previous state-of-the-art models is scalable to a setting where a large number of labels and
a large number of images are present in the training data. We also show that the performance
of this model is comparable to some of the recent Multiple Instance Multiple Label state-of-
the-art models.
4.1 Introduction and Motivation
We introduce a solution to a problem of image annotation. We formulate the image anno-
tation problem as Multiple Instance Multiple Label (MIML) classification task, and present a
novel solution to this learning problem.
We begin with describing the related work and how it motivates that the discriminative
model is a suitable choice to address the problem of image annotation. The previous work in
image annotation relied on probabilistic model to jointly model the probability of the set of
image features (or a set of vectors that describe image segments) and a set of keywords that
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describe the image. The translation model proposed by Duygulu et al. (2002) relies on learning
the hidden variables that represent semantic concepts that correlate image features and word
features. The correlation model proposed by Blei and Jordan (2003) also models correlations
among image features and word features through hidden variables. The work in Duygulu
et al. (2002) and Blei and Jordan (2003) was extended by in Chapter 3 to a Hierarchical
Dirichlet Process to circumvent the problem of selection of the number of mixture components.
The Relevance Model proposed by Lavrenko et al. (2003) models the correlation between the
image features and the words locally, within the image. This work was extended on modeling
correlation of absence and presence of words in the image by Feng et al. (2004). These models
have one underlying principle in common: they model the dependency between a set of image
features x and a set of words y using a set of some hidden variable z and then computing the
expectation over these hidden variables. In other words, the assumption is that x and y are
independent given a hidden variable z, or that p(x, y|z) = p(x|z)p(y|z). Carneiro et al. (2007)
observed this, and proposed modeling the probability of image features and keywords directly
assuming that the image features are independent given keywords: p(x, y) = p(x|y)p(y).
In contrast we take a discriminative approach: we suggest solving the problem of predict-
ing the keywords from image features and learning the model parameters to optimize p(y|x)
directly. Given a collection of feature vectors extracted from the image segments the goal is to
predict a set of keywords associated with the image. Therefore this problem is naturally cast
as Multiple Instance Multiple Label learning problem. We address this problem by learning
a Multiple Instance classifier for each keyword, and by forcing the classifiers to share weights
to account for the correlation among the keywords in the images. The classifiers are based on
logistic Noisy-OR discriminative models, and the correlations among the keywords is obtained
by using Trace Norm regularization as proposed by Amit et al. (2007) for multi-class learning
setting.
This Chapter is organized as follows: we describe Single Instance Multiple Label learning in
Section 4.2. We present an approach that solves the Multiple Instance learning by converting
it into Single Instance learning in Section 4.3. We then introduce the Discriminative Multiple
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Instance Multiple Label learning model in Section 4.4. We describe some of the recent state-
of-the-art algorithms in Multiple Instance Multiple Label learning in Section 4.5. We then
proceed with describing experimental set-up and comparison of our algorithm with other known
algorithms in Section 4.6. We conclude this Chapter with discussion in Section 4.7.
4.2 Overview of Multiple Label Learning
We now proceed to introduce our proposed solution to the Multiple Instance Multiple
Label learning problem. Our basic approach is to adapt a well-studied framework for learning
classifiers that balance the classification error (loss) against the complexity of the classifier
(using a penalty term). Specifically, our solution to the MIML learning problem generalizes the
Trace Norm regularization framework introduced by Amit et al. (2007) to a Multiple Instance
setting. In particular, we use the observation that the Logistic Loss for single instance learning
is the probability of predicting the label correctly, and we generalize the loss to the Multiple
Instance setting by using a Noisy-Or model to compute the probability of a label of the bag
given the bag. Trace Norm regularization is aimed at classification problems where the classes
share some common characteristics, and hence it is useful to exploit the shared characteristics
to learn predictors for the classes.
We first briefly describe the Trace Norm regularization framework for Single Instance multi-
class classification problem before proceeding to introduce our proposed solution to the Multiple
Instance multiple label problem.
4.2.1 Trace Norm Regularization for Single Instance Multi-Class Learning
Multi-class learning problem (also related to Multi-task learning (Caruana, 1997)) is a
problem of learning a classifier to recognize multiple and sometimes related categories. It
entails learning a mapping H : X → L from instances in an instance space X to labels in
L = {l1...lM}. Crammer and Singer (2001) suggest learning a collection of classifiers, each
parameterized by a weight vector wj for each class lj by minimizing a trade-off between an
average empirical loss and a regularizer that controls the complexity of the classifier (some
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where C is a constant that controls the amount of trade-off. The common penalty term is a
regularizer of the form: ||W ||F =
∑
j |wj ||2 i.e., the Frobenius norm of the matrix W whose
columns are the vectors wj .
Within this formulation a variety of loss functions can be used (Rosset et al., 2004). For
example, if the Hinge Loss is used, this formulation results in an alternative view of Support
Vector Machine. If a Logistic Loss is used, the resulting model is known as a regularized
Logistic Regression. If a squared-error loss is used, this formulation will result in Regularized
Least Squares.
For multi-class setting, Amit et al. (2007) suggested that Trace Norm is a more suitable
alternative than the Frobenius norm. They suggested training M classifiers h1...hM (one
for each of the M classes, or equivalently, classifiers h1...hM predicting the corresponding
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The W = [w1...wM ] is the matrix containing columns of weights wj that parameterize each
of classifiers hj . The penalty factor C controls the amount of trade-off between the regular-







where ‖·‖F is the Frobenius norm. Trace Norm can be thought of as jointly factorizing the
matrix W of weights that define the classifiers into the matrices F and G, where F maps the
inputs to some feature space space and G performs classification in that space. While Trace
Norm is defined by factorizing W = FG, such factorization is not needed to compute the Trace
Norm, and it can be computed as the sum of singular values of W .
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An intuition behind why Trace Norm captures correlations among labels is the following.
Let W be factorized as W = FG. Then if the decision function h is given as a linear function





Therefore the decision function can be viewed as a two-step process: first, the data is mapped




, and then the classifier is learned in
this lower dimensional space using weights GT via h = GTZ. If there are correlated labels,
the instances with correlated labels will be mapped near-by in the semantic space, and this
correlation will be captured by the classifier GT .
A variety of loss functions have been considered. For example, Amit et al. (2007) used a
generalized Logistic Loss (to approximate the Hinge Loss). Loeff and Farhadi (2008) used a
numerical approximation of the hinge-loss.
4.3 Multiple Label Learning for Single Instances
4.3.1 Hinge Loss for Single Instance Learning
We begin with describing the general framework for Single Instance Multiple Label learning.
In the case of Single Instances, Hinge Loss can be used to approximate the Support Vector
Machine. Hinge Loss is defined for binary output as
hinge(z) = max (0, 1− z)







The main complication with using the Hinge Loss as defined, is that max function is not
differentiable, thus the Hinge Loss is not differentiable. Therefore Hinge Loss is frequently
approximated with some differentiable function. Here we use a Shifted Generalized Logistic




log (1 + exp (γ (1− z)))
which approximates Hinge Loss as γ → ∞. Figure 4.1 shows Logistic Loss, Hinge Loss and
Shifted Generalized logistic approximation of Hinge Loss. Other approximations have been
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Figure 4.1 Hinge Loss (green), its approximation with Shifted Generalized
Logistic Loss with γ = 30 (red) and Log-loss (blue)
used, such as a numerical approximation of max function (Loeff and Farhadi, 2008).









log (1 + exp (γ (1− zi)))
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1 + exp (γ (1− zi))y
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Then the classifiers are learned by trading off loss and penalty on the training dataset D










log (1 + exp (γ (1− zi))) + C ‖W‖Σ
by either gradient descent or numeric optimization (such as LBFGS (Liu and Nocedal, 1987)).
This problem is convex in W .
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4.3.2 Trace Norm Regularization
The penalty term ‖W‖Σ is computed as the sum of absolute values of the singular values of
the matrix: ‖W‖Σ =
∑ |γi| where γ is a vector of singular values of W and |·| is the absolute
value. However, the absolute value function is not differentiable at 0 it is approximated with









2 |x| ≤ τ
and τ is a small positive number (we used τ = 10−9)







where W = UDV T is the singular value decomposition of W and a
′
τ (D) is a derivative of aτ
applied to each element of diagonal of D. The function aτ (x) is twice-differentiable everywhere





sign(x) |x| > τ
x
τ |x| ≤ τ
4.4 Multiple Instance Learning
Multiple Instance learning poses an additional complication: the loss function needs to be
suitable for the case where each data point is a collection of instances. We use two solutions
to the Multiple Instance problem: 1) by transforming Multiple Instance learning into Single
Instance learning and use the Single Instance Multiple Label framework directly and 2) by
deriving the loss function and distance function that accounts for Multiple Instance learning
directly.
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4.4.1 Multiple Instance to Single Instance Reduction
The first solution proposes the mapping from Multiple Instances into single instances,
and then using the single instance Multiple Label learning framework directly. We use the
mapping proposed in Zhang and Zhou (2006). First, the training bags are clustered using k-
medoids algorithm using Hausdorff distance to measure the distance between the bags. Then
after the k medoids are identified, each bag is mapped into a k-dimensional space, so that
each feature for a bag i is a distance from this bag to each bag in the resulting k medoids.
Formally, let X = {x1...xn} be the training bags, so that each of the points xi is a bag of Ki
vectors xi = {xi1...xiKi}. The bags are clustered into S medoids using k-medoid clustering,
and the distance between two bags is defined as maximum Hausdorff distance (to ensure
that the metric is symmetric): d(xi, xj) = max (dH(xi, xj), dH(xj , xi)) where dH(xi, xj) =
supxim∈xi infxjl∈xj d(xim, xjl). Let c1...ck be the output of the k-medoid algorithm. Then a
bag xi is mapped into Rk as xi → [d(xi, c1), ..., d(xi, cS)].
Then the following algorithm is used to learn the model parameters W ∗
1. Map Multiple Instance dataset D into Single Instance dataset D
′
and the store k-medoids
2. Learn W ∗ using framework described in Section 4.3
To classify novel instances, the test bags are first transformed to Single Instances using the
k-medoids learned on the training set using the Hausdorff distance.
4.4.2 Multiple Instance Multiple Label Learning Problem
Now we turn to the problem of solving the Multiple Instance Multiple Label problem
directly. In order to do so, we are faced with the issue of defining the loss function for the
Multiple Instance Multiple Label learning problem. If we were given the label for each of the
instance in a bag of instances to be classified, we can use the same hinge loss as in Amit et al.
(2007) or Loeff and Farhadi (2008) and compute the loss for the bag of instances by summing
up the loss over all of the instances in a bag. How can we compute the loss l(yji , hj(xi))
for bags of instances when the labels for individual instances in a bag are unknown? We
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can answer this question by adapting an approach introduced by Raykar et al. (2008) in
the simpler setting of the binary Multiple Instance learning problem. Consider the Log Loss:
l(yji , hj(xi)) = − log 11+exp(−yji hj(xi)) . In the case of logistic regression, log-loss is simply negative
log of the probability of yji given the observation xi. Hence,










log p(yji = −1|xi)
)
where δ (a, b) = 1 if a = b and 0 otherwise. Let yjik denote the j th bit of the vector of class
labels for the kth instance xik in the ith bag xi. Let AT be the transpose of a matrix A. If
we had a classifier defined by wj with respect to membership in class lj , we can use sigmoid
function to model the probability that the kth instance xik in the ith bag xi is positive (with
respect to membership in class label lj): p(y
j
ik = 1|xik) = σ(wTj xik) = 11+exp(−wTj xij) . Then
the probability that the instance is negative with respect to membership in the jth class is
given by 1 − p(yjik = 1|xik). Because a bag is labeled negative only if all the instances in it
are negative, we can use a Noisy-Or model to combine the probabilities that the individual
instances in the bag are negative:












The probability that the bag is positive is then given by
p(yji = 1|xi, wj) = 1− p(yji = −1|xi, wj)
4.4.3 Solving the Optimization Problem







and Jreg = C ‖W‖Σ. We present the analytical gradients to the loss function over bags and
the penalty term.
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The correctness of the analytical gradient and its implementation was verified using nu-
merical approximation (∂f(x)∂x ≈ f(x+)−f(x) for → 0). In order to speed up the convergence of
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the gradient-based minimization, we used the Limited BFGS method (Liu and Nocedal, 1987)
that avoids computing and storing the Hessian matrix explicitly.
4.5 Limitations of Other State-of-the-Art Multiple Instance Multiple
Label Algorithms
We now describe several other Multiple Instance Multiple Label datasets that have been
reported as state-of-the-art algorithms on datasets with a small number of labels, and we
describe their limitation for tasks that have many labels and many images (therefore these
algorithms are impractical for such tasks).
• Multiple Instance Multiple Label Boost (MIMLBoost) (Zhang and Zhou, 2006)
This work draws on two existing algorithms: Multiple Instance boosting (Xu and Frank,
2004) and Multiple Label boosting (Freund and Shapire, 1996). The Multiple Instance
boosting generalizes AdaBoost by computing the expected loss over the bag of instances
instead of a Single Instance for each label. Multiple Label boosting (AdaBoost.MH)
is an algorithm designed to jointly deal with Multiple Labels (or multiple classes). It
does so by transforming Multiple Label (or multi-class) learning into binary classification
learning problem in the following way: let xi be an instance and yi = {yi1, ..., yiMi} be a
set of labels assigned to xi such that each yij ∈ L = {l1...LM}. AdaBoost.MH replicates
xi as many times as there are possible labels using the index of the label as an additional
feature, and labels each transformed instance positive if the label at that index is assigned
to xi, Formally, the tuple (xi, yi) is transformed into M tuples ([xi, k] ,Y (yi, lk)) so that
Y (yi, lk) = 1 if lk ∈ yi and −1 otherwise. Therefore, if there are N training examples,
AdaBoost.MH transforms this dataset into another dataset with MN training examples.
Such transformation requires prohibitive memory usage for datasets with a large number
of labels with a large number of bags.
• Joint Multiple Instance Multiple Label Learning (Zha et al., 2008)
This algorithm proposes a discriminative model similar in spirit to an undirected Multiple
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Label model (Ghamrawi and McCallum, 2005). In short, it models the probability of
predicting the correct set of labels by p(yi|xi) = E(xi,yi)Z . Here E(xi, yi) is some energy
function computed over instances in the bag and labels and Z is the normalization term
to ensure that p(yi|xi) is a valid probability distribution. In general, for case of Multiple
Labels to compute the normalization term Z one needs to consider a summation of energy
functions computed over all possible assignments over the label set. Such assignment is
exponential in the number of labels. Zha et al. (2008) used Gibbs Sampling to estimate
this probability, however this can be very slow for a large number of labels. In addition,
the training scenario is non-trivial to implement and no implementations have been made
available by Zha et al. (2008).
• Kernel Multiple Instance Multiple Label Learning (Vijayanarasimhan and Grau-
man, 2009)
This learning algorithm uses one-against-one Support Vector Machine and a Multiple
Instance Multiple Label kernel similar to multiple instance kernel proposed by Ga¨rtner
et al. (2002). The major limitation is the one-against-one SVM training, which results
into needing to train M2 classifiers.
• Maximum Margin Multiple Instance Multiple Label Learning (Zhang and Zhou,
2008)
This algorithm is similar in spirit to the Support Vector Machine Vapnik (1995). It
defines margin for the bag over the instances in the bag for the labels that are assigned
to the bag. The soft-margin version of this learning algorithm defines slack variables
for each instance for each class, and therefore there are MN variables in the problem.
In addition, the proposed algorithm uses Quadratic Programming to solve the resulting
problem, and for datasets with many instances and many labels this program may not
even fit in physical memory (as is the case with Corel-5K dataset or IAPR TC-12 dataset).
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4.6 Experiments and Results
4.6.1 Data
Microsoft Object Class Recognition (v2) The version 2 of Microsoft Object Class
Recognition dataset (MSRC) consists of 591 images. The dataset also provides pixel level
ground truth and each pixel is labeled with one out of 23 possible classes or ’void’ (class ’void’)
was not used. Around 80% of the images are associated with more than one label, and there are
on average three labels per image. This dataset has been used in the past to evaluate Multiple
Instance Multiple Label classifiers in computer vision (Zha et al., 2008; Vijayanarasimhan and
Grauman, 2009). While the dataset provides ground truth at pixel level, this information is
not used in training, and only the image and the image-level label information is used. As
in Vijayanarasimhan and Grauman (2009) we segment the images using normalized cuts (Shi
and Malik, 2000) and from each region we extract texton features (Shotton et al., 2006) and
color histograms, and there are around 900 features total. Each segment is then treated as an
instance, and each image is treated as a bag of segments.
IAPR TC-12 One recent benchmark in image annotation and retrieval is the IAPR TC-
12 dataset. It consists of 20,000 images each annotated with keywords from 274 categories.
Each image has been manually segmented and annotated according to a predefined vocabulary
of labels. From each segment the following visual features were extracted: area, boundary/area,
width and height of the region, average and standard deviation in x and y, convexity, average,
standard deviation and skewness in both color spaces RGB and CIE-Lab. Each segment is
treated as an instance, and each image is treated as a bag.
Corel 5K This dataset, first introduced by Duygulu et al. (2002) which is a widely used
benchmark for image annotation. The data set contains 100 images from each of the 50 CDs,
where each CD corresponds to a category (’nature’, ’safari’, ’coast’ etc). The data set is split
into training and testing sets, such that 10 images from each CD are included in the test
set. The images were first segmented using normalized cuts (Shi and Malik, 2000), and for
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each segment 33 features were computed. These features represent (roughly) four major visual
features such as color, shape, size, and texture. These features include:
• Position: Coordinates of the center of mass of the segments
• Size: Area of the segment
• Shape: Convexity and Moment of Inertia of rotation around the center of mass
• Color: Averages and standard deviations of RGB and Lab color spaces of the segments
• Texture: Mean oriented energy computed in 30 degree increments
4.6.2 Experiments
For each dataset we experiment the following classifiers:
• DMIMLΣ: The discriminative Multiple Instance multiple label model with Trace Norm
regularization
• DMIML: The discriminative Multiple Instance Multiple Label model that uses no reg-
ularization (C = 0).
• MI-MatFact: is Matrix Factorization model (Amit et al., 2007; Loeff and Farhadi,
2008) , but trained using bags of instances transformed into Single Instances using the
procedure Section 4.3.
• MIML-SVM (Zhang and Zhou, 2006): The bags of instances are transformed into a
single meta instance, and an SVM (with linear kernel) is trained for each label (see
Zhang and Zhou (2006) for details about the transformation from Multiple Instances




We perform 5-fold cross-validation on this dataset. In each fold we compute the average
area for all classes, and estimate the mean and standard deviation of average areas to report
results consistent with previous literature (Zha et al., 2008; Vijayanarasimhan and Grauman,
2009). Following Zha et al. (2008) we remove the label ’horse’ and ’mountain’ because they
have very few instances in this dataset.
We use area (averaged over classes) under the ROC curve (Hanley and McNeil, 1982)
to evaluate the performance of our model. In particular, ROC curve describes the trade-
off between true-positive and false-positive and the area under ROC curve described that a
randomly chosen positive sample will be ranked higher by a classifier than a randomly chosen
negative sample. A random classifier has an AUC 0.5, while a classifier that ranks the samples
perfectly has an AUC of 1.
The Trace Norm parameter C for DMIMLΣ was tuned on the validation set (subset of
training data) as to maximize the average AUC.
Method average AUC
MIMLSVM 0.776 ± 0.02
MIMLBoost (Zha et al., 2008) 0.766
MIMIL (Zha et al., 2008) 0.902
MIL-Kernel (Vijayanarasimhan and Grauman, 2009) 0.896
MI-MatFact 0.8076 ± 0.02
DMIML 0.829 ± 0.031
DMIMLΣ 0.906 ± 0.013
Table 4.1 Performance (Average AUC ± standard deviation) for MSRC
V2 dataset
The results suggest that the proposed Multiple Instance Multiple Label approach yields
a significantly higher performance than the state-of-the-art Joint Multiple Instance Multiple
Label classifier (Zha et al., 2008) and a Multiple Instance Multiple Label kernel (Vijaya-
narasimhan and Grauman, 2009). Unlike previous approaches, it is scalable to a large number
of labels.
IAPR TC-12







Table 4.2 Performance (Average AUC) of various MIML approaches on
large-scale IAPR-TC dataset
The performance of the MIML classifiers is summarized in Table 4.2.
The results for the large-scale dataset show a similar pattern in performance as the smaller-
scale MSRC-v2 dataset: both models benefit from Trace Norm regularization, however not to
that much of an extent as for a smaller dataset. The learning algorithm with the highest
average AUC is the proposed Trace Norm regularized DMIML followed by DMIML with no
regularization. The learning algorithm benefits from using all instances during learning unlike
MIMLSVM or MI-MatFact models which lose information during the transformation from
Multiple Instance learning to Single Instance learning.
Corel-5k
Finally, we evaluate the algorithms on the Corel dataset. The training set was split into
training (4000 images) and validation (500 images) and the parameters were tuned on the
validation set. After the parameters were tuned, the model was then retrained with that
parameter setting on the full dataset (4500 images) and evaluated on the test set.
To ensure fair comparison, we use average AUC for all algorithms even though it is a
common practice to use precision and recall for this dataset (Duygulu et al., 2002; Lavrenko
et al., 2003; Blei and Jordan, 2003; Feng et al., 2004; Makadia et al., 2008; Loeff and Farhadi,
2008). We do not do this due to two reasons:
1. The first one is the is a lack of consistency in evaluation protocol of recent advances in
image annotation. Given the image annotation literature, there is a wide discrepancy
among how the images are annotated. Most works (Duygulu et al., 2002; Lavrenko
et al., 2003; Makadia et al., 2008) rank the keywords using the learned classifiers, and
then assign keywords that achieve top 5 scores to each test image. However a recent
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work that achieves state-of-the-art results (Loeff and Farhadi, 2008) uses a threshold and
assigns the keywords if the classifier’s score for a given image was above that threshold.
2. The second one is inconsistency in the choice of features. Duygulu et al. (2002); Blei and
Jordan (2003); Lavrenko et al. (2003) use features computed from segments. However,
Lavrenko et al. (2003) uses features computed from images after partitioning them into
rectangles and Makadia et al. (2008) and Loeff and Farhadi (2008) use global features
(and report recent state-of-the art results). Given these inconsistencies it is difficult to
determine whether the improvement in precision/recall comes from the new features set,
or from the number of keywords assigned, or from the learning algorithm itself.
Therefore, we keep the feature set fixed for all the experiments as our goal is to compare the
modeling power of the algorithms. We note, however, that we compare our algorithm with
the state of the art Matrix Factorization model (Loeff and Farhadi, 2008) as trained on the






Table 4.3 Performance (Average AUC) on Corel test set
The results in Table 4.3 show what’s been consistent with results on other datasets: using
Multiple Instance learning directly improves average AUC.
4.7 Conclusion
4.7.1 Discussion
It is interesting to consider the relationship between the proposed Multiple Instance Mul-
tiple Label classification problem and some of the other models that have been proposed in
the literature. MBRM (Feng et al., 2004) models the joint likelihood of the image regions and
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labels present and absent in the annotation using a generative model (See Figure 4.2 left).
SML (Carneiro et al., 2007) models the joint likelihood of the image regions and words present
in the annotation directly (See Figure 4.2 middle). The loss function used in DMIMLΣ models
the probability of predicting the labels present and absent in the caption correctly given the
image regions. Hence, DMIMLΣ model (See Figure4.2 right) can be thought of a discriminative
counterpart of MBRM and SML. Several previous studies have observed that when the goal is
classification, it is often better to optimize a measure that is directly related to classification
accuracy instead of relying on a generative model to perform classification (Vapnik, 1995). The
results of our experiments with DMIMLΣ lend support to this conclusion in the more general
setting of Multiple Instance Multiple Label classification e.g., image annotation .
Figure 4.2 Graphical model representation of MRMB, SML and Discrimi-
native Multiple Instance Multiple Label model for image anno-
tation
4.7.2 Summary of Contributions
We explored an approach to image annotation that casts the image annotation problem
as a Multiple Instance Multiple Label (MIML) learning problem. The proposed algorithm
trains a discriminative model for each label, and uses Trace Norm regularization to find a
low-rank solution and to force classifiers to share weights, thus it captures the correlation
among labels. The learning algorithm is motivated by loss-penalty formulation, and the loss
function, inspired by the Noisy-Or model for Multiple Instance learning is designed specifically
for Multiple Instances. The penalty is the Trace Norm of the matrix formed by classifier
weights.
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We compared the performance of resulting algorithm, DMIMLΣ with several existing ap-
proaches to Multiple Instance Multiple Label on several datasets: small but challenging Mi-
crosoft Visual Classes dataset, and two large image datasets including the widely-used Corel-
5K benchmark. In particular, we considered 2 state-of-the-art algorithms in Multiple Instance
Multiple Label learning (Zha et al., 2008; Vijayanarasimhan and Grauman, 2009) and a state-
of-the-art algorithm in Multiple Label learning (Amit et al., 2007) (and in image annotation
(Loeff and Farhadi, 2008)) applied to Multiple Instance learning by transforming Multiple
Instance learning to Single Instance learning. We show that on small datasets our learning
algorithm has performance comparable to the state-of-the art Multiple Instance Multiple Label
algorithms and that it outperforms other known algorithms for MIML on large datasets. In
addition, the proposed learning algorithm is scalable to a setting in which a large number of
images and the large number of labels are present, unlike many other state-of-the-art Multiple
Instance Multiple Label algorithms.
4.7.3 Future Work
We now describe several questions which are of interest to investigate in the future. We
are also interested in using this model for object recognition and region annotation. We would
also like to apply this model for annotation of other image datasets, and other tasks which
can be posed and Multiple Instance Multiple Label learning problems. It is also interesting to
further investigate the effect of Trace Norm regularization and the choice of the regularization
parameter. Some theoretical analysis of the consistency of Trace Norm regularization has been
done in the past for square loss functions (Bach, 2008). It will be of interest to analyze the
consistency of such regularization for Multiple Instance learning.
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CHAPTER 5. Graph-Based Semi-Supervised Multiple Instance Multiple
Label Learning
In this Chapter we present a solution to semi-supervised Multiple Instance Multiple Label
learning. Multiple Instance learning provides a learning framework for weakly-labeled data,
and semi-supervised learning is used to strengthen the classifier by utilizing labeled and unla-
beled data. Therefore Multiple Instance Multiple Label learning together with semi-supervised
learning may serve as a powerful combination to further reduce the cost of aquisition of labeled
data. We consider manifold learning framework - a framework that uses labeled and unlabeled
data in order to learn a low-dimensional manifold (similarity nearest-neighbor graph). The
manifold penalty forces the classifier to assign similar labeles to indirectly similar bags of in-
stances (i.e. bags of instances that may be deemed far away as measured by a certain distance
metric, however they may be near-by in the manifold space). We propose two solutions to
this problem. The first solution transforms Multiple Instance into Single Instance learning
and then it adapts manifold framework for semi-supervised learning in the context of Multiple
Label learning. The second solution uses Multiple Instance learning directly. This solution
considers the learning framework with trades off between loss and penalty for the classifiers,
and we design a loss function suitable for Multiple Instance learning, a penalty function that
correlates the classifiers, and a distance metric for bags of instances to learn the manifold for
bags directly. Our experimental results show that the simple solution to semi-supervised Mul-
tiple Instance learning does not work (the solution that transforms Multiple Instance learning
into Single Instance learning), however when using Multiple Instance learning directly, there
is improvement in performance of classifiers in the presence of unlabeled data.
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5.1 Introduction and Motivation
Labeled data is expensive to obtain for many computer vision tasks, however unlabeled
and weakly-labeled data is plentiful. While tagged data is widely available, there is often an
issue of label ambiguity and quality, and in general tagged data with high quality of tags is
expensive and time-consuming to obtain. Unlabeled data, on the other hand, is plentiful. The
goal of semi-supervised learning is to increase the performance of the algorithm by allowing
the learning algorithm simultaneously use labeled and unlabeled examples. A variety of semi-
supervised learning algorithms have been proposed in the past (see a survey by Zhu (2006)) for
simple binary classification tasks. Only recently semi-supervised mutliple label learning began
receving attention in computer vision Chen et al. (2008); Zha et al. (2009); Loeff et al. (2009).
On the other hand, Multiple Instance Multiple Label (MIML) learning is often used for weakly-
labeled data Zha et al. (2008); Vijayanarasimhan and Grauman (2009), and therefore the
combination of MIML learning with semi-supervised learning serves as a poweful motivation
to even further reduce the cost of aquisition of labeled data. In this work we propose a
formulation of MIML learning problem that allows incorporating unlabeled data by allowing
the algorithm to take advantage of geometry of the data via manifold regularization.
We begin with a brief overview of related work and approaches to semi-supervised learning,
followed by their extension to Multiple Label learning and recent applications in computer
vision. The main principle of semi-supervised learning algorithms are that if two points x1 and
x2 are close in some space, the learning algorithm should produce similar outputs y1 = f(x1)
and y2 = f(x2). Some of the methods included incorporating unlabeled data into generative
models using Expectation Maximization (Nigam et al., 2000). Co-training (Blum and Mitchell,
1998) assumes that there exist several independent views of data (or independent feature sets),
and the classifiers trained on each view are used to label the unlabeled data. The instances that
have the most confident predictions (or those with the highest agreement among the classifiers)
are labeled by agreement and included into the training set. This procedure is then repeated
for a number of iterations. In the similar spirit, self-training (Clark et al., 2003; Mihalcea,
2004) uses predictions of the classifier to label the unlabeled corpus, and then includes the
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instances with the most confident predictions to the training set. There has been a growing
body of work in graph-based methods and manifold learning (Sindhwani et al., 2005) where
the labeled and unlabeled data are used to recover a low-dimensional manifold in which the
data lies. Then the classifier is regularized to enforce similar predictions for the instances that
lie near-by in the manifold space.
In light of recent advances in semi-supervised learning, and due to the fact that images
generally are very high dimensional we use manifold assumption: the high-dimensional data lies
on a low-dimensional manifold. If points in high-dimensional Euclidean space are near-by, they
may be far away in the manifold space. We therefore use a manifold learning by incorporating
manifold regularization (Sindhwani et al., 2005), a framework in which unlabeled data comes
into play naturally. Manifold regularization for semi-supervised learning has been used in the
past in the context of Support Vector Machines (for binary classification) and Least-Squares
Regression (for univariate output functions).
Only recently semi-supervised learning has received attention in computer vision and in
image annotation in particular. Li and Sun (2006) proposed to use conditional random field,
and then apply co-training to incorporate unlabeled data. However their model assumes that
the images are partitioned into small rectangular patches, and that each patch is labeled. This
assumption is often unrealistic and such labeling is often not available. (Zha et al., 2009; Chen
et al., 2008) proposed graph-based approach for Multiple Label learning for image annotation.
They adapted squared loss for Multiple Labels and manifold regularization to incorporate
unlabeled data. They considered two manifolds, one of the instance level, and the second one
on the label level (the works differ in how the label correlation matrix is estimated). Both
works used Sylvester equation approach to solving the optimization learning to estimate the
parameters of the model.
In this work we formulate image annotation problem as Multiple Instance Multiple Label
problem, and propose a learning framework for this problem which 1) allows the instances be
bags of vectors, 2) assumes that the bags can have more than one labels and explore correlation
between labels and 3) allows for use of the unlabeled data.
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To the best of our knowledge, there has been no work on addressing semi-supervised for
joint Multiple Instance Multiple Label classification problem. There has been some work in
semi-supervised Multiple Label learning (Zha et al., 2009; Li and Sun, 2006; Chen et al.,
2008; Liu et al., 2006; Loeff et al., 2009) and on semi-supervised Multiple Instance learning
(Rahmani and Goldman, 2006) however no known work has addressed both problems within
one framework.
This Chapter is organized as follows: we introduce the idea behind manifold (graph-based)
learning in Section 5.3. In Section 5.4 we present a framework for manifold learning for Single
Instances with Multiple Labels. In Section 5.5 we present two approaches for manifold-based
semi-supervised Multiple Instance Multiple Label learning: the first approach reduces Multiple
Instance learning to Single Instance learning while the second approach uses Multiple Instance
learning directly by generalizing the framework proposed in Chapter 4. In Section 5.6 we
describe experiments and comparison of classifiers that use manifold regularization versus
classifiers that do not, and we describe experiments with using unlabeled data. We conclude
in Section 5.7.
We begin with describing a framework for single-instance multiple label learning problem
that incorporates the manifold assumption.
5.2 Preliminaries
Let XL = {x1, ...xl} be a set of points in Rd and let these points be labeled with yl =
{y1...yl} so that yj ∈ {0, 1}. Let XU = {xl+1, ...xl+u} be a set of unlabeled points in Rd.
Let G = {V, E} be a graph constructed from nodes in V = XL∪XU and E be the edges that
have weights assigned where Λij(e) indicates the similarity of two nodes. Define the weighted
adjacency matrix as Λ so that Λ(i, j) = Λij(e), e = (i, j) ∈ E and 0 otherwise. The graphΛ
can be constructed using k nearest neighbors for some similarity metric (such as a Gaussian
kernel), or distance metric (such as Euclidean Distance).
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5.3 Graph-Based Semi-Supervised Learning with Multiple Labels
The general formulation of learning allows for a trade-off between misclassification (loss)
and penalty for the complexity of the classifier. (Belkin et al., 2005, 2006) proposed the
penalty term to consist of two components: extrinsic (complexity of the classifier) and intrinsic







where α and β control the amount of trade-off between the loss and penalties.
Multi-class learning problem entails learning a mapping H : X → L from instances in
an instance space X to labels in L = {l1...lM}. Let M classifiers h1...hM (one for each of
the M classes, or equivalently, classifiers h1...hM predicting the corresponding elements of the
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The extrinsic penalty (complexity of the classifier) can be the standard Frobenius norm
of the classifier weights W , however in this work, we use the Trace Norm regularization as
described in the previous section.
5.3.1 Manifold Regularization
The intrinsic (data complexity) penalty is based on the manifold assumption. It is assumed
that data lies on a low-dimensional manifold (i.e. graph in the instance space) and that the
geometry of the data effects the decision function (see Figure 5.2 for example) While the
manifold itself is unknown, it can be approximated given the points of some dataset X. The
manifold can be approximated by constructing a k-nearest-neighbor graph Λ over the points in
X. This assumption allows for the following interesting property: if two points xi and xj are
far away as measured in Euclidean space, they may be close together on the manifold space if
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there exists a path between xi and xj in Λ (see Figure 5.1 for example on NIST handwritten
digits).
Figure 5.1 Example from NIST handwritten digits recognition. Two hand-
written 2’s that are dissimilar as measured by Euclidean dis-
tance (left). Same handwritten 2’s but given a path of other
handwritten 2’s
Belkin et al. (2006) suggested that since the data assumed to lie in a sub-manifold M, it




M f∆f where ∆f
is the Laplace-Beltrami operator onM. Since the data lies in the discrete world, the Laplace-
Beltrami operator is equivalent to graph Laplacian Chung (1997) and is equal to Pint = fT∆f .
The graph Laplacian is defined as ∆ = D − Λ where Λ is the weighted adjacency matrix and
D is the diagonal matrix so that Dii =
∑l
j Λij .
Figure 5.2 Linear classifier for several labeled points (left). What the clas-
sifier should be like given the geometry of the data as con-
structed by unlabeled data
Alternatively the regularization can be seen as the harmonic energy function: Pint =∑
i∼j Λij (f(xi)− f(xj))2 = fT∆f where ∆ is as defined earlier. Instead of regular graph
Laplacian, normalized Laplacian can also be used and it is defined as ∆ = D−
1
2 (D − Λ)D− 12 .
Notice that the labels are not needed to neither construct the manifold (and the k-nearest
neighbor graph) nor to compute the penalty term. Therefore, in this framework the unlabeled
data comes in naturally. Given a labeled dataset XL and unlabeled data XU the adjacency
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matrix is constructed using XL∪XU as the vertices of the graph and the distance between the
points as the weight. The penalty term is then also computed over predictions of the classifier
on the labeled and unlabeled data XL ∪XU .
5.3.2 Manifold Regularization for Multiple Labels
We now extend the graph-based regularization to a setting with multiple labels. In the case
of Multiple Labels the predictions for XL ∪ XU is a matrix f = [f1, ..., fl, fl+1, ..., fl+u] since





In case of Multiple Labels we consider two manifolds: the first manifold is where the image
set lies; the second manifold is where the data labels lie. Therefore, in case of Multiple Labels
the penalty Pint consists of two terms: Pint = PintX + PintL (Chen et al., 2008; Zha et al.,
2009) and we consider each one separately.
Let f j be a column of f and so it is predictions of the classifier hj on the set XL ∪ XU .






)T ∆f j = trace(fT∆f) where trace(A) = ∑iAii is the trace of the matrix.
The second term enforces consistency with the label assignment and the correlation among
the labels as described by Chen et al. (2008); Zha et al. (2009). Let C be M ×M matrix
that captures the correlations among labels, as a Laplacian over the label space. Let C
′
be the
matrix that captures similarity among labels. Then its Laplacian C is computed as C = Dc−C ′





Several solutions have been proposed in order to compute the label similarity matrix C
′
(Chen et al., 2008; Zha et al., 2009). In this work we adapt the construction of the label
similarity matrix as described by (Chen et al., 2008). Let C
′
ij = exp(−λ(1− cos(ci, cj)) where
ci is a binary vector with 0/1 entries, so that cki = 1 if the label k is contained in caption i and
0 otherwise. The term cos(ci, cj) =
〈ci,cj〉
‖ci‖‖cj‖ is the cosine similarity between label li and lj (as
assigned to the entire dataset), and λ is a user-defined parameter. Given the matrix C
′
, one
then constructs a k-nearest-neighbor graph and then the Laplacian is computed.
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5.3.3 Learning with Multiple Labels with Trace Norm and Manifold Regulariza-
tion
The goal of the learning algorithm is to find functions h1...hM that minimize the trade-off
between the loss and the penalties:
{h∗1, ..., h∗M} = min{h1,...,hM} (loss+ αPext + βPintD + γPintL)









the classifier penalty term is the Trace Norm regularization of the classifiers
Pext = ‖W‖Σ
the instance manifold penalty assumes that the observations XL and XU lie on a sub-manifold
and forces consistency of predictions on the graph that approximates the manifold
PintD = trace(fT∆f)
and finally the label manifold penalty assumes that the labellings are consistent with the
manifold of the correlation matrix between the labels
PintL = trace(fCfT )
5.4 Graph-Based Single Instance Learning
We now introduce the learning algorithm that uses Hinge Loss trace norm regularization
and manifold regularization. Consider linear classifiers hj(x) = wTj x , the Hinge Loss as
described in Chapter 4 and the Trace Norm regularization. Then the prediction matrix f is
given by f(x) = W Tx and the weight matrix W is estimated by minimizing the following
function:
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As defined previously, let zi = wTj xi and let Z = W
TX












Notice that if β = γ = 0 the problem is identical to the learning algorithm presented in
Chapter 4. As before, we use LBFGS (Nocedal and Wright, 2000) to find the minimum. The
gradient of the loss term and the Trace Norm regularization term are presented in Chapter 4.











The gradient of the label-level manifold regularization term is computed similarly:
∂
∂W
Z∆ZT = XT (2CZ)T
If the last term is ignored by setting γ equal to 0, then this algorithm is similar to the one
proposed by Loeff et al. (2009) (the difference is the choice of approximation of Hinge Loss).
5.5 Graph-Based Multiple Instance learning
Multiple Instance learning poses two additional complications: the loss function and the
distance metric/similarity metric need to be suitable for the case where each data point is a
collection of instances. We use two solutions to the Multiple Instance problem: 1) by trans-
forming Multiple Instance learning into single-instance learning and use the single-instance
Multiple Label framework directly and 2) by deriving the loss function and distance function
that accounts for multiple instance learning directly.
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5.5.1 Distance Metric for Multiple Instances
We begin with defining the distance between two bags. Following Zhang and Zhou (2006),
we use Hausdorff distance.
Hausdorff distance defined as the largest of the smallest distances between all possible ele-
ments in the set X and Y : d(X,Y ) = supx∈X infy∈Y d(x, y) where d(x, y) =
√∑d
i=1 (xi − yi)2
is Euclidean distance between x and y. Since Hausdorff distance as defined is not symmetric,
it is made symmetric using
dH(X,Y ) = max {d(X,Y ), d(Y,X)}
We use this distance to construct the k -NN graph and the resulting Laplacian.
In addition, several alternatives can be considered: Multiple Instance kernel as described
in Ga¨rtner et al. (2002) or a set kernel as described in Kondor and Jebara (2003).
5.5.2 Transforming Multiple Instance Learning to Single Instance Learning
We adapt the same reduction from Multiple Instance learning to single instance learning
as proposed in Chapter 4: use the k-medoid clustering on the training bags, then use the
distance from the training bags to the output of the k-medoid clustering as features for the
transformed single instances. Given this transformation, learn the parameters W by optimizing
the objective function described in 5.4
5.5.3 Solving Multiple Instance Problem Directly
Finally, we propose a method for solving the semi-supervised Multiple Instance Multiple
Label learning problem directly. We use the log loss function proposed in Chapter 4 and
we use the Hausdorff distance to compute the k-NN graph needed to approximate the image
manifold. The value of the function f j(x) is computed as p(yj = 1|x) and it is f(x) =
1−∏Kik=1 (1− σ(wTj xik)).
Let fj(X) be prediction of classifier j on all the training bags and let f be the matrix of
predictions for all bags and let fi be all predictions for bag xi. The model parameters W are
learned by minimizing the following objective function:
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The gradients of the loss function and the Trace Norm regularization terms are presented

























and the matrix ∂∂wj fi(X) is M × d matrix in which the row Mj equals to ∂∂wj fj(xi) and other
rows are zeros.
5.6 Experiments and Results
We now describe experimental set-up and describe the results of our model.
MSRC dataset We use the Microsoft visual classes dataset as described in the previous
chapter. First, we examine the effect of regularization without using any unlabeled data. The
results (average AUC) as estimated using 5-fold cross-validation is shown in Table 5.1. In each
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fold entire data was used as labeled. It is remarkable that manifold regularization does not
help and does not improve the AUC for the transformed Multiple Instance into single instance
algorithm. This result is at odds with the the conclusion by Loeff et al. (2009) where they
observed improved performance when using unlabeled data in the manifold framework. This
leads to believe that the transformation from Multiple Instance to Single instance loses enough
information that the manifold assumption no longer holds. In particular, this transformation
potentially causes the learned graph (after using Euclidean distance to learn the k-nearest-
neighbor graph) to be very different from the graph in the original Multiple Instance space.
We see however that manifold learning improves the AUC for Multiple Instance Multiple La-
bel algorithm when the Multiple Instance assumption is used and when the k-nearest-neighbor
graph used for graph-Laplacian is learned by measuring distances between the bags (using the
Hausdorff distance).
Method AUC
DMIMLΣ β = 0, γ = 0 0.906
DMIMLΣβ tuned, γ = 0 0.915±0.01
DMIMLΣβ, γ tuned 0.919±0.01
MI-MatFact β = 0, γ = 0 0.8076 ± 0.02
MI-MatFact β tuned, γ = 0 0.8076 ± 0.02
MI-MatFact β, γ tuned 0.8076 ± 0.02
Table 5.1 Effect of Manifold regularization for MSRC dataset
We also notice that tuning of the third parameter, γ does not help neither the transformed
Multiple Instance to Single Instance learning nor the Multiple Instance Learning (unlike results
reported in previous work by Zha et al. (2009); Chen et al. (2008)). This can be explained by
the fact that none of these approaches penalized the classifier complexity (only loss function
and manifold penalties were used, but not the classifier penalty). In the previous work, the
only way to capture label correlation was through the label manifold. In our work, the label
correlation is captured by Trace Norm regularization, and we can conclude that the effect of
Trace Norm regularization is much stronger than the effect of regularization using the manifold
on the label level.
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We now explore the effect of using unlabeled data for learning and manifold regularization.
In each fold we randomly split the data into labeled and unlabeled sets, keep the labels in the
labeled set and remove the label information in the unlabeled set. The results are shows in
Table 5.2.
% labeled data 10% 20% 50% 70%
DMIMLΣ β = γ = 0 0.71±0.02 0.75±0.012 0.79±0.01 0.85±0.012
DMIMLΣβ and γ tuned 0.73±0.02 0.77±0.015 0.80±0.01 0.86±0.009
MI-MatFact β = γ = 0 0.569±0.02 0.62±0.016 0.727±0.01 0.738±0.034
MI-MatFact β, γ tuned 0.551±0.017 0.62±0.02 0.728±0.01 0.738±0.034
Table 5.2 Using unlabeled data with manifold regularization for MSRC
dataset
5.7 Conclusions
In this Chapter we described an approach to semi-supervised multiple instance Multiple
Label learning. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first formulation of semi-supervised
Multiple Instance multiple label learning and its application to a computer vision problem.
We proposed a framework which uses graph-based (manifold) penalty to enforce the classifiers
assign similar labels to examples that are indirectly similar if they lie nearby in the graph
(manifold) space.
We described two approaches. The first approach converts multiple instance learning into a
single instance learning, and then applies semi-supervised learning for single instance Multiple
Label learning. This framework trains as many correlated classifiers as there are possible
labels, and then uses regularization to enforce classifiers assign similar labels to instances
that are indirectly similar. The indirect similarity is determined by constructing a manifold
(k-nearest-neighbor graph) and then computing the graph Laplacian. In addition, the second
regularization assigns similar predictions to correlated labels. This framework is similar to that
proposed by Loeff et al. (2009) with additional regularization term (developed at the same time
independently). Remarkably, unlike results reported in Loeff et al. (2009) our experimental
evaluation shows that for transformed Multiple Instance learning to single instance learning
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this framework provides little to no benefit. We believe that this is due to the fact that the
transformation to single instance leads to the features be very similar, and thus the “wrong”
manifold is constructed so that the examples in the manifold space that are nearby are not
necessarily as similar as desired.
The second approach uses Multiple Instances directly. This approach generalizes the cor-
related Multiple Instance classifier as described in Chapter 4, and then generalizes it using
manifold regularization. We developed a distance metric using Hausdorff distance needed to
construct the similarity graph for bags. We show that unlike the first approach, there is signif-
icant improvement in average AUC when using manifold regularization and no unlabeled data.
We also show that there is improvement when using unlabeled data and a small percentage of
labeled data.
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CHAPTER 6. Conclusion and Discussion
6.1 Summary
Image annotation is a challenging and important problem in computer vision and multi-
media information retrieval. It is a problem of assigning a subset of keywords from a fixed
vocabulary given the image content. The problem of image annotation presents many chal-
lenging and interesting problems from a machine learning point of view. It can be tackled
using a classification taks, mutliple lable predition task, or Multiple Instance Multiple Label
prediction task.
We have addressed the problem of image annotation in a setting where fully labeled data is
scarce, and we presented algorithms that learn from weakly-labeled data (tagged images) and
in a semi-supervised learning manner, a combination of weakly-labeled data and unlabeled
data. In particular we used generative and discriminative models to tackle the problem of
image annotation.
We answered several important questions:
1. How to select the number of latent components for the Generative Latent Mixture Model
for image annotation.
We generalized MoM-LDA, a generative model used in the past for image annotation,
to a non-parametric model. MoM-LDA is a model that learns a joint mixture model of
visual features and text keywords and it poses a problem of selection of the number of
mixture components. We have generalized MoM-LDA model to a Hierarchical Dirichlet
Process. Dirichlet process allows countably infinite mixture components, thus it allows
the model to adapt to the data during learning. We have showed that unlike MoM-LDA,
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whose performance depends on the number of mixture components, the performance of
this model on two datasets is invariant to the number of mixture components.
2. How to deal with lack of word-object correspondence.
We have also addressed the problem of image annotation using Multiple Instance Multiple
Label learning. While there may not be direct correspondense between image regions
(that are assumed to be objects) and the keywords that the images are annotated with,
there is always strong correlation among labels and image keywords. We proposed a
novel Multiple Instance Multiple Label learning algorithm that learns as many Multiple
Instance classifiers as there are labels in the dataset, and uses trace-norm regularization
to force classifiers share weights, and thus captures correlation among labels. We showed
that this algorithm has comparable performance to the state-of-the-art algorithms for
Multiple Instance Multiple Label algorithms as well as it produces results comparable
to state-of-the-art image annotation algorithms. This algorithm is scalable to a setting
when the number of keywords is large, unlike previous state-of-the-art MIML algorithms
such as Joint Multiple Instance Multiple Label algorithm (Zha et al., 2008) and Multiple
Instance Kernel SVM model (Vijayanarasimhan and Grauman, 2009).
3. How to build good predictive models with limited labeled data.
Finally, we have extended the discriminative model to a semi-supervised learning set-
ting to allow the learning algorithm take advantage for labeled and unlabeled data. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first solution of semi-supervised Multiple Instance
Multiple Label learning task and its application in computer vision. We have proposed
two graph-based frameworks for semi-supervised learning: the first framework first trans-
forms Multiple Instance learning into single instance learning, and the second framework
addresses Multiple Instance learning directly. The semi-supervised Multiple Instance
Multiple Label framework generalizes the Multiple Instance Multiple Label discrimina-
tive model by incorporating additional penalties and enforcing the classifiers to assign
similar scores to the instances which lie near-by in the manifold space, as well as as-
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sign similar scores to labels with high correlation. Surprisingly, using unlabeled data
for transformed Multiple Instance learning to single instance learning gives no benefit,
however the benefit of manifold learning and unlabeled data can be observed when using
Multiple Instance learning directly.
6.2 Contributions
Specific contributions of this thesis are:
• Design and implementation of Multi-Modal Hierarchical Dirichlet Process
Model (Yakhnenko and Honavar, 2009c)
We have developed a learning algorithm for learning joint correlated mixtures of images
and text which allows the number of mixtures components to go to infinity thus allow-
ing the model to adapt to the data. This model uses a Hierarchical Dirichlet Process
constructed using truncated Stick-Breaking Distribution, and the model parameters are
efficiently estimated using variational inference. The model is a generalization of previ-
ous probabilistic mixture models used for image annotation (such as MoM-LDA (Barnard
et al., 2003)). We showed on two datasets that the performance of this model is invariant
to the truncation level, unlike MoM-LDA whose performance is sensitive to the number
of mixture components.
• Design and implementation of scalable model for Multiple Instance Multiple
Label learning (Yakhnenko and Honavar, 2009a)
We developed a discriminative learning algorithm for Multiple Instance Multiple Label
learning. This algorithm models the probability of predicting the correct labels given
the bag of instances directly by using a Multiple Instance classifier for each label, and
then models correlation among labels by using trace-norm regularization by allowing
classifiers share weights. Unlike other Multiple Instance algorithms it does not rely on
single instance learning. Unlike other state-of-the-art Multiple Instance Multiple Label
classifiers it neither requires to evaluate the sum over all possible label assignments, nor
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it requires solving a complex quadratic program in a large number of variables. Therefore
this is a suitable algorithm for datasets with large numbers of labels. Our experimental
evaluation on a benhcmark dataset shows that this algorithm has larger area under
the ROC curve as compared to the state-of-the-art Multiple Instance Multiple Label
classifiers (Zha et al., 2008; Vijayanarasimhan and Grauman, 2009). We also presented
experimental evaluation of this algorithm on two large datasets for which the current
state-of-the-art algorithms may be infeasible to train.
• Formulation of semi-supervised learning for Multiple Instance Multiple Label
learning (Yakhnenko and Honavar, 2009b)
We introduces a framework which allows semi-supervised learning for Multiple Instance
Multiple Labels learning problems and generalized the discriminative model to a setting
in which weakly labeled (Multiple Instance assumption) and unlabeled data are avail-
able. We introduced graph-based (manifold) regularization which allows to use labeled
and unlabeled data and enforce the classifiers to assign similar labels to instances that
are near-by in the graph space. Our experimental evaluation showed that this additional
regularization improves the prediction power (as measured by average area under the
ROC curve) of the classifier for Multiple Instance Multiple Label learning, especially in
the presence of unlabeled data, and it further improves the performance of the Multiple
Instance Multiple Label algorithm. Using this regularization the performance of our dis-
criminative algorithm is significanlty better than the existing state-of-the-art algorithms
(Zha et al., 2008; Vijayanarasimhan and Grauman, 2009). This regularization, however,
does not work for transformed Multiple Instance learning to single instance learning,
which could be due to loss of information during transformation.
6.3 Future work
Some directions for the future work include:
• Exploration of other methods for semi-supervised learning and the effect of
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larger amounts of unlabeled data
In this thesis we explored graph-based learning which is one of the many approaches to
semi-supervised learning. Many of the other advances in single instance semi-supervised
learning can be considered for Multiple Instance semi-supervised learning. In particu-
lar, our on-going research is geared towards investigation of self-training (Clark et al.,
2003; Mihalcea, 2004) for Multiple Instance Multiple Label learning. It will be of inter-
est to consider co-training (Blum and Mitchell, 1998) as well as compare graph-based
semi-supervised learning, self-training and co-training and to understand strengths and
weaknesses of each of these frameworks.
It would also be of interest to explore the effect of using even more unlabeled data. In
this thesis, we explored the effect of using unlabeled data by hiding labels, however in
many real-world applications one would like to use as much labeled data as available
and generate and incorporate unlabeled data from available sources (such as the web,
LabelMe, imageNet, Flikr, etc).
• Application of the models to other domains
In this thesis we considered the problem of image annotation and developed algorithms
that were applied in the field of computer vision. However there are other domains that
have problems which can be solved using Multiple Instance Multiple Label learning which
also have plenty unlabeled data available. It would be interesting to apply the proposed
methods in the field of natural language processing and document classification/tagging,
web mining, web page classification and tagging and computational biology to name a
few.
• Application and extension of the models to video sequences
Videos are naturally encoded as sequences of frames (images) and therefore these models
can be applied for video mining (Rosenfeld et al., 2003), prediction of people and objects
in the videos (Sivic et al., 2009), recognition of sign language , etc. Video sequences,
however, violate the assumption that the data is independently identically distributed
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(i.i.d.) and therefore these models may not capture implied correlation in the samples.
Therefore, it would be of interest to extend the proposed models to a setting that relaxes
i.i.d. assumption for the data.
• Development of richer models for scene understanding with weak supervision
So far, we have considered models that predict keywords and annotate images by “nam-
ing” (i.e. assign a subset of keywords from a set of possible keywords). While the models
described in this thesis account for correlations among keywords, they do not account for
structures that may be defined between the keywords. A simple example of a structure
that may be interesting to consider is a hierarchical ontology over the keywords (such
as that found in WordNet). In particular, an object “person” may be assigned a label
“child”, “woman”, “man” or other, however it may not be necessary to make a prediction
on such a low level of granularity. Another structure that exists over the keywords may
be semantic or spatial relations between the keywords and objects in the image (such
as “person”-walking on-“street” or “sky”-above-“water”). Exploiting and being able to
predict such structures in addition to the keywords is of interest to advance the field of
full scene understanding.
• Investigation of alternative methods to keyword assignment
One common way of annotating the image is to rank the classifier scores and assign
top K scoring labels to the image. However in actuality there typically more or less
than K objects that are present in the scene. Therefore alternative ways of annotating
images should be investigated. Loeff and Farhadi (2008) assign the keywords by learning
classifiers thresholds and assigning labels if the classifier score is above the threshold.
The threshold can be further optimized by choosing an appropriate operating point for
each label on ROC curve. It is also possible to learn a classifier that will predict the
number of keywords for each image. It will be of interest to compare these different
strategies of assigning keywords and understand advantages and limitations of each.
• Exploitation of cheap sources of labeled data
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High-quality labeled data may be expensive and time consuming to obtain in some do-
mains (such as computer-aided diagnostics, computational biology, etc). However, some
tasks may require data that can be labeled by people who have general common sense
and not necessarily expertise in the domain. Most tasks in computer vision and scene
understanding fall in the latter group. Mechanical Turk allows general computer users
complete such labeling tasks with high quality and low cost to those who need to have
the data labeled. Recently, cost-sensitive active learning began receiving attention in
computer vision. Only recently active learning began receiving attention in computer
vision and Multiple Instance Multiple Label learning (Vijayanarasimhan and Grauman,
2009), however much remains to be done in this area (theoretical analysis, better learning
algorithm, performance efficiency and scalability).
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APPENDIX A. Exponential families of Distributions
In this appendix we describe exponential family distributions referred to in this chapter.
The exponential family defines a unified form that every distribution can be written as. Let
θ be paramters of the distribution and let x be a random variable. The exponential family
defined the probability of x as:
P (x|θ) = f(x) exp [θTu(x)− g(θ)]
where φ(θ) is the natural parameter vector, u(x) is the sufficient statistic vector and g(θ) is
the log of the normalization factor. The exponential family allows us to easily compute the
expectation and variance of the sufficient statistic as the first and second derivative of the




V ar [u(x)] =
∂2g(θ)
∂θ2
A.1 Multinomial (Discrete) Distribution
A multinomial distribution is a probability distribution over a variable that can take count-
ably finite values. Let x take K values x1, x2, ..., xK , then the distribution of x is defined as
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where δ(i, x) is the indicator function and δ(i, x) = 1 if x = i and 0 otherwise.
























i=1 pi = 1) and the
parameter vector θ = [log p1... log pK ], therefore the expectation of the natural statistic vector
is ∂g(θ)∂ log pi (first write
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= ∂g(θ)∂ log pi
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The Dirichlet Distribution is the conjugate prior for the parameters of the Multinomial
distribution p1...pK :

















Using the exponential family, this distribution is defined as:























i=1 log Γ(αi) and the expectation


















where the Digamma function Ψ = ∂ log Γ(x)∂x is the derivative of log of Gamma, and can be
computed numerically.
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APPENDIX B. Updates for Stick-Breaking Distribution
B.1 Updates for Stick-Breaking Distribution Parameters β
The goal is to optimize the term





we use Quadratic Penalty method to optimize this function and satisfy the constraints. We
present the gradient of the objective function that will be used in the Quadratic Penalty method
as discussed later on.
First, we present the gradient of Eq log Dirichlet(pi, αpiβ). It is straighforward derivative of
exponential familty of Dirichlet distribution with respect to β.







































To construct the gradient for the Eq log GEM(β;α) term some additional work needed (see
Liang et al. (2009) for more detail). The GEM is defined in terms of β, however β are defined
in terms of proportions u from Beta distribution. Therefore change of variables is needed.
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First, let βK = 1 −
∑K−1
i=1 βi. Then define a map from stick-breaking proportions u to stick-
breaking weights β: φ : [0, 1]K−1 → T so that βz = uz
∏z−1









where Tz = 1 −
∑z−1
j=1 βj . The density of GEM is naturally
defined in terms of u, however we need to define it in terms of β.
Using the general fact that given f(x1...xn) and a map yi = gi(x1, ...xn), i = 1...n we can
define f(y1, ...yn) = f
(
g−11 (y1, ...yn), ..., g
−1
n (y1, ...yn)
) |J(y1, ...yn)| where |·| is the determinant
















, 1, α) + log
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Therefore, we need to compute Jacobian of φ−1 and its determinant. Liang et al. (2009)
showed that the Jacobian is a lower-triangular matrix with 1Tj on the diagonal, and therefore
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Quadratic penalty method (Nocedal and Wright (2000)) is a method of solving a constrained
optimization problem where the contraints could be any function (linear or non-linear). The
optimization problem is of the form:
maximize: f(x)
subject to: ci(x) = 0, i = 1...N
Quadratic penalty method transforms constrained problem into unconstrained by suggesting
to solve an alternative problem:






as µ→∞. At solution ∇Q = ∇f + µ∑ ci∇ci = 0 and ci = 0 so the constraints are satisfied.
Since the optimization problem may be unstable for large values of µ, the problem is solved
iteratively. For each step k, fix µk and solve the problem Qk for x∗k. At step k + 1, intialize
xk+1 = xk∗ and set µk+1 = 10tµk (t = 1 or 2). Such procedure results in a more stable
solution.
Since the contraint function is linear in β other optimization methods can be considered,
such as projected gradient, or reduced gradient.
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APPENDIX C. Gradient of MIML loss function
Gradient of probability of a negative bag:
∂
∂wj




































Gradient of probability of a positive bag:
∂
∂wj
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APPENDIX D. Computational Tricks and Dealing with Large Exponents
We often need compute things like log (exp(a) + exp(b)) for large exponents a and b. If
the value of the exponent is very large, such operation will cause an overflow and result in
∞ however the log of the result is computable. We show trick on how to make this quantity
computable.



















Now the exponents become numbers less than or equal to 0, and they can be computed.
Another application of the trick is computation of e
a
eb+ec
. If the exponents are very large,
we run into the problem of taking a log of infinity or dividing infinity by infinity. However we









The special case is the Hinge loss and its derivative. We need to compute log(exp(a) + 1)
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